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Serve Penitentiary SenWill Sell Old Tax
uent as That of Marc Antence Imposed
Certificates
tony Over Caesar
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It Is A Benefit Performance He Believes That the People
and Begins at Seven- Have Lost Confidence
in Congress.
Thirty P. M.
j

"
'
Governor .Mills will not be able to
Springfield, 111., Oct. 28. The slate
Vr.
go to Raton to attend the banquet of supreme court today affirmed the
t
M.,r , Si,
the commercial interests. The illness
of the criminal court of Cook
of his daughter prevents his visiting
c v
' v A "
county against Edward McCann, for,V '
the Gate City at this time.
mer police inspector of Chicago who
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to- was found guilty of accepting bribes.
day in the office of the Territorial
McCann was accused in general of
Secretary Xathan Jaffa by the Insur-ance- c accepting bribes from gamblers and
Machine Company with terri- denizens of the underworld in the
HON. E. MAN L'EL LUCERO.
torial headquarters at Santa Fe. The Des Plaines street district. Immense Delegate From Mora
County in the Constitutional Convention and a
capitalization is $3,000,000 divided Into sums are alleged to have been colchant Who Has Achieved Success
'Through His Own Efforts.
three million shares. The statutory lected by him. The
of imgathering
is
C.
E.
Abbott. The stockholdagent
is said to have been
ers and directors and incorporators munity money
Hon. E. Manuel Lucero, delegate in at the same time following the purpursued in a systematic fashion, with
are: W. Irving Lake of Kansas City, a
from suits of farmer and stock raiser. Litschedule of prices. The the constitutional convention
regular
Mo., 2,998,000 shares. S. J. Mattacks, lower court sentenced McCann to one Chacon, .Mora county, and a successtle by little he increased his business
Kansas City, 1,000 shares; E. C. Ab. to five years in the
ful merchant, who has won the esteem mid today he is one of the leading
penitentiary.
Santa
bott,
Fe, 1,000 shares.
of all who have come in contact with men of the town.
State Wins Tax Case.
' . Will Collect Taxes.
Mr. Lucero has been appointed to
him, is an example of the self made
28.
suOct.
state
The
Springfield,
"One of these fine mornings, more
American business man. He is a the important position of postmaster
than one property owner will awake preme court today decided the Illinois warm friend of Santa Fe for it was in of Chacon and served in that office for
to find his house and home sold for Central tax case in favor of the state, this city he was born in March,
fifteen years, giving entire satisfacreversing the judgment of the circuit
Mr. Lucero's parents were poor, but tion to the government.
thirty cents," said District Attorney court
of
Salle
La
county.
E- - C. Abbott
this fact which by many would be
Time and again Mr. Lucero
today. "I am arranging
was
Railroad Milked the State.
to soli to the highest bidders all tax
considered a great drawback to suc- asked by his friends to run for office
certificates three and more years old
Springfield, Oct. 28 Tno Illinois cess merely spurred young Lucero on from the county of Mora but he aland I know of a number of people Central was sued by the state for to win the smiles of fortune. His par- ways declined until finally he was
who want to invest in them. It will back taxes tentatively placed at
ents moved to Penasco, Taos county, asked to accept the nomination as
cost lawyers' fees and court costs to
The supreme court decision when Manuel was but five years of delegate to the constitutional convenset aside these tax titles, should they is to send the case back to the cir- age. When the lad had reached his tion.
be faulty, and if they are perfect, cuit court for La Salle county for a fourteenth year he started out to
Mr. Lucero has been a stalwart Rethey stick. The purchaser cannot hearing on the merits, the court find- work for his uncle. He went into a publican ever since he cast his first
lose either way in purchasing them ing the complaint sufficiently tenable store and until his 22d year remained ballot; he has been a conscientious
for they carry twelve per cent inter- to warrant a trial. It is the conten at his post, learning the solution of business man who in winning success
est. I have also secured judgment on tion of Governor Deneen that for commercial problems.,
has sacrificed none of his principles
the 1908 tax list and will push the col- thirty years the railroad has been
Pie then left that position and and who today in the prime of life is
lection of delinquent taxes from now "milking" the state through its sys worked in various places. In 18S8 Mr. serving New Mexico in the most imon."
tem of accounting for gross earnings Lucas moved to Chacon and with but portant post that the Sunshine State
Much Sound.
on which it is required under its char- a $200 stock he started a little store, to be could give.
Applied for Admission.
Mr.- - Holloman was followed by J. H.
The Prudential Insurance Company ter to pay seven per cent into the
Crist,, who is said to have spoken ex- of Newark, New Jersey, has applied state treasury in lieu of other taxes.
actly thirteen minutes. His biting sar- to Insurance Commissioner Jacobo It is alleged that the railroad has
casm had its sequel later, for if re- Chaves for permission to do business failed to give proper accounting since
TO
S
1S77.
ports are true, the words "liar," "jury in New Mexico.
Only Two Years Tax.
fixer," etc., found their way to the
Chicago, Oct. 28. According to Atdome fjom the seats below.
of a meeting at Albuquerque of H. B.
IN JERSEY GITY
BE A
torney Horton of the Illinois Central
Little Substance.
Fergusson, TV. A. Hawkins and A. B.
Among the Democrats who spoke Fall. Mr. Fergusson replied that al- the Illinois supreme court in the tax
later were M. D. Taylor, A. H. Har-lee- , though he was national committeeman case decision included the important
point that under the statute of limita- Militant Brussels
G. A. Richardson who made one at
Anarchist Express Drivers on Strike
he had tion the state's case
the time and delegate-elec- t
bearing on the
of the most effective orations on the not
his
of
taken
oath
office. Fall
yet
1905
and
that
is
to
null
Blow
to
Threatens
said
years prior
Compel Calling Out of
Up
Democratic side, C. R. Brice who
said, that there was nothing wrong
state therefore may now sue only
II
that he knew from his experience as in Mr. Fergusson's attitude at the the
William
Militia
it claims accrued
a member of the legislature that legis- time, but he was to say the least, in for such taxes as 1907
the
suit
1905
when
between
and
as
initia
a
check
lators need just such
consistent now.
was instituted.
tive and referendum, and E. D. Titt-maROYALTY CLOSELY GUAiEDiNY
Initiative Given Hard Jolt.
POLICEMEN WOUNDED
who grew quite eloquent. J. N.
By strict party vote, the Republi....
he
when
of
relief
a
caused
sigh
can majority voting solidly against the
Upton
E
said he would have his speech printed Democrats, the New Mexico constitu- ARIZQ
Extraordinary Precautions Taken One Serious Clash After Another
instead of inflicting it on the delegates tional convention sitting in committo Prevent Assassination of
Result in Scores Being
at that late hour.
tee of the whole rejected the report
and
A Flow of Oratory.
Empress.
. Emperor
Injured.
of the minority submitted in lieu of
QUEER NOTIONS
On the Republican side, E. S. the majority report of the committee
CanNew York, Oct. 28. The state
on legislative department, and then
Oct. 28. Extraordinary
Stover, Frank W. Parker, J. H.Prich-ardBrussels,
,
ning, W. E. Lindsey, George W.
the same vote agreed to the maof New Jersey have been orderby
were
troops
to
last
taken,,
night
Thomas B. Catron and F. C. jority report of this committee,
Prohibit precautions
as Constitution Will
Williafoi and Em--' ed to be ready to march into
protect
Emperor
Jersey
Fields more than held up their amended by the majority. The final
press Augusta Victoria when they left City in the event that the strike of exConvict Labor on the
Colonel
the
of
debate,
end
on the two reports came at .3
Berlin.
for
voting
that
They
explained today
Prichard especially, presented a clean-cu- t o'clock this morning, after an almost
Public Roads
the police had received a letter threat- press drivers has passed beyond the
dissection of the fallacies of the continuous session of the convention
ening his majesty at the Royal Palace control of the police. During last
Initiative, showed where it was im- since yesterday morning at 10:45
The letter was signed by night's rioting, two policemen were
yesterday.
PROHIBITION
PETITION a
practical, pointed out the abuses that o'clock. By rejecting the minority re- BIG
militant
Brussels anarchist and badly injured and a number of strike
It
the
it would give rise to, that under
the convention turned down
port,
no one has had the cour"Since
read:
breakers were terribly beaten by a
state could repudiate its just indebted- finally the initiative or direct legislato blow up the autocrat, I've deage
votof
the
cent
small
a
per
ness, and
tion clause, and that system of refer- Hearing Given the Temperance cided to throw a momb." The entire mob of strike sympathizers. The
Adams Express made no efforts today
ers could Inflict undesirable legisla- endum closely resembling the
Advocates at Phoenix by
way to the station was guarded by po- to send out
tion on the majority. He analyzed' as
wagons but the American
to
reduce
and
refused
Oregon plan,
lice and troops, all windows along the
Cammittee.
a lawyer the phraseology and intent the number of members of the state
Express announced its determination
were
route
and
the
station
guarded
to carry on street delivery.
of the Democratic proposition and left legislature from 24 senators and 49
Several
was packed with sentries. The railway more
drivers and helpers of the
not one shred that looked respectable representatives to 18 senators and 37
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 28. The labor
was
a
for
considerable
distance
line
Adams and American Companies on
after he was through with it. He also representatives, as provided in the mi committee of the constitutional con'
vention reported today against the closely guarded.
the Manhattan side joined the strikers
refuted convincingly Mr. Fergusson's nority report.
A number of attacks on drivof convict labor on the
employment
today.
Wall.
public land assertions.
Stone
Like
Stood
Republicans
HUMAN FIEND KILLS
ers occurred this morning on the
Every One Sat Up.
from the very be- public roads and bridges. It is underThough
WIFE AND CHILD. Manhattan side. In
stood that duly one of the members
Thomas B. Catron made a brilliant
Jersey City, riotginning, when it was known that the
address in which he gave the history Republicans would vote as one man to of the committee dissented. The coning occurred near the ferry. One of
St. Clairesville, Ohio, Oct. 28.
of the Democratic party from A to Z, defeat the minority report and amend- vention received a petition signed by
the strike breakers was badly beaten,
from the national as well as the local ments, the word battle was spectacu- 3,200 women of Arizona asking that Blasius Nacharlter, aged 25, killed his and one was left unconscious.
21, and their baby aged two
standpoint. He paid his respects ex-to lar in the extreme. Instead of limit- the manufacture and sale of intoxi- wife, aged
Strike Breakers Beaten.
today, and then shot himself.
in
the
be
the Democratic members in turn,
prohibited
liquors
cating
New York, Oct. 28. Rioting continuas
to
hours
debate
proposed
ing
eight
coriated this party and its methods', in a
to the commited during the forenoon. In Jersey City
special resolution adopted sever- state. It was referred
charge made al
answered every
the Re- tee on special submission which later
a group of rioters stormed an express
the
convention,
ago
days
by
the
by
adreport
against the majority
gave a hearing to the prohibition
LAW
ELKINS
wagon which had collided with a trolmagnanimously
majority
publican
closHe
debate.
Democrats during the
all the time it de- herents.
the
ley car, and then attacked the car
gave
minority
ed by declaring that the initiative
sired, realizing that the more the Dem
breaking every window in it. The paswas
simply
Democrats
the
AN
proposed by
ocrats talked the more overwhelming STUBBS MAKES
sengers fled. Later,- three strike
BE
TO
TESTED
in
power
to
a trick
place this party
UNIQUE OFFER.
would he their defeat when the time
breakers were dragged from a
in New Mexico.
for voting came. And the Republicans
wagon, near the Erie ferry, and
'
Railroads of
He's a Tartar.
were right, for the Democrats finally Says He Could RebuildMile.
unmercifully beaten. One man was
himProfcovered
had
a
he
Kansas
$23,000
at
already
Though
Railroads and Express Com taken to a hospital unconscious. In an
talked their initiative and referendum
itable Contract.
self with laurels in his first address in
to death.
attack on an Adams wagon fifteen popropositions
favor of the provisions of the majorpanies Will Attack
licemen were struck with bricks and
Oodles of Oratory.
TV.
R.
28.
Oct.
Governor
of
the
Chicago,
Judge
committee,
ity report
Measure
When an adjournment until tomor- Stubbs of Kansas, one of the witnessbadly injured.
in
when
to
these
added
laurels,
Fall
Serious Clash.
row morning was taken at 3:10 o'clock es before the Interstate
Commerce
closing the debate, he made a brilliant this
New York, Oct. 28. The most serH
morning, garlands of oratory deco- - Commission rehearing, declared today
I
Tl
li
ft
fi
nn
an
,.i IqcoH
IT
L ious clash of Ae express drivers'
toons of that he could reproduce a substantial CALL
ever
ehandeligr,
h.if. There was not one question nn rated
strike occurred this morning, when a
eloquence entwined the desks of each profit to himself as a railroad conhe
which
the
Democrats
pounded by
un tractor on all the main lines of the
even
and
and
members
mob
of
the
swooped down on eight wagons
hung
could not and did not answer, not one
In fact such railroad in Kansas at $23,000 a mile Extends Powers of Interstate leaving the
stables at
trick of the minorjty but what he ex- evenly from theJaleony.
never for the 13,000 miles of main and
Scores of persons were
.were
oratorical
deconttrpis
in
City.
Commission
Material
Jersey
he
manner
which
in
the
posed, and
in the liali of the House of branch lines in the state. The rail
injured and many knocked unconRespects.
paid his respects to those of the; mi- equalled
are
in
many
road
there
as
those
figures
scious before the police quelled the
production
put
Representatives
nority who had sought to attack eith- the momentous debates mentioned and times larger than this. Governor
riot. Sixteen were seriously injured
er him or other Republican members
New York, Oct. 28. The express and the strike breakers were taken to
is' safe to assert they will never be Stubbs declared that he viewed the
it
soon
will
not
innuendo
directly or by
railroad situation liberally but pro companies of the entire country will
be forgotten. It was during these clos- surpassed in the present generation, tested vigorously against stock manip unite in an attack through the courts the hospital.
state
future
first
and
the
even
by
s
law which , was PENNSYLVANIA MINING
ing remarks that the sensational clash nay
ulation and excessive
valuation of on the
came between the speaker and Dele- legislatures.
"Make every dollar of passed by Congress last June at the
properties.
TOWN SWEPT BY FIRE.
Big Fight Over.
gate Crist
return a dollar invest urgent solicitation of President Taft.
capitalization
is
convention
of
the
Admits.
The
fight
Mr. Fergusson Again
big
ed in the road and the people will The act provides for an Interstate
While dressing oft' Mr. Crist, Mr. over say the leaders today. The Re- fall over themselves to buy stocks and Commerce Commission to which rail- A Number of Business Houses and
on
Residences Destroyed at Boswell all proposiFall also called H. B. Fergusson on publicans are together
roads and shippers alike may apppeal.
bonds," he said.
be- tions and the Democrats have waged
Loss is $75,000.
and
assertions
fraud
favorite
conhis
The attack was decided upon at a
fore he was through, Mr. Fergusson their greatesf'battle against a safe MARRIED WOMAN ORDERED
ference of railroad lawyers from all
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 28. Boswell, a
TO ATTEND SCHOOL, parts of the United States which, has
had to make some more damaging ad- and sane organic law and lost. As has
been in session here several days. It mining town, was swept by fire early
missions which ought to end Mr. Fer- been said since the convention convenas Denver, Colo., Oct. 28. Mrs. James is supposed that the attack will be this morning. The hotel, a number of
gusson's usefulness as a Democratic ed four weeks ago, the Republicans for
H. Taylor is a married woman, but made on the grounds that the act is business houses and residences were
leader, as far as land matters are con- a party would be held responsible
cerned. The speaker gave away some the state's organic law and that' they she has been ordered to attend a Den unconstitutional. The particular ob- destroyed by fire The citizens are
Inside history of land transactions in must therefore frame it, Is true today. ver school. Mrs. Taylor is but 12 jection is to the extension of the fighting the fire with buckets and are
years old, while her husband is said powers of the Interstae Commerce getting it under control. The loss is
which Mr. Fergusson, he asserted, figCommission.
$75,000.
(Continued on Page Eight)
by his relatives to be 28- - years old.
ured to considerable extent. He told
-
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There is every Indication that
retto auditorium will be crowded

Lo-

with lovers of vocal and instrumental music, with lovers of the
drama and the fact that amateurs will
appear before the footlights docs not
dull the charm of the affair. As a
matter of act it is always extremely
interesting to see convent girls in a
play, especially when some of them
have to throw their fair faces into
eclipse behind rough beards, or exchange their dainty slippers of Lilliputian size for a manly shoe or boot.
Then tou it is delightfully funny to
hear some of these convent
cirl
men" talk, unless their voices arp
reduced to a low register through a
severe cold or stage fright.
Xo wonder, then tickets for the i.er.
formance have sold like hot cakes and
that the singers, musicians and nr.
tresses are going to have that large
audience which artists before the
lights feel necessary to afford proper
inspiration. The drama is called
"The Heirs of Rockford" and is in
five acts.
A. L. Morrison, Jr., has promised to
bring his entire orchestra to discourse
the music. This means dreamy waltzes galore, nnd stirring marches in

store.

Miss Hinojos, Soloist.
Miss Frances Hinojos, Santa Fe's
delightful soprano will "warble" between the second and third acts of
the drama. She will sing the Spring
Song of never ending sweetness and
also Eternity. Perhaps, if sufficiently
urged, she will sing a third selection.
The program has been altered so
as to have the grand chorus in the
thus allowing the little
beginning,
girls in it to retire early as they are
not accustomed to the late hours of
grown-ups- .
This chorus is entitled
"New Mexico," and ought to be a stirring selection. It will be followed by
the Loretto Entrance March which,
once heard, Is appreciated.
The performance tonight is for the
benefit of the convent chapel in which
a new altar will be placed, and all
Santa Fe is going to turn out to encourage the two score of clever young
ladies of Loretto who will take part.

ROOSEVELT WINDS
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UP TOUR
Booked for Three Speeches

Today and One Tomorrow
in New York

MEET

AT

ROCHESTER TONIGHT

Campaign Addresses at Rome
and Lyons Booked for This
Afternoon.
Utica, X. Y., Oct. 28. Colonel
Roosevelt practically wound up his
campaign tour in New York state today with three scheduled
speeches.
The first address was scheduled at
noon at Rome. This Is to be followed
by a speech at Lyons this afternoon
and a night meeting at Rochester.
The colonel probably will make brief
addresses in several other towns
through which he passes. The Roosevelt party will leave for New York
after the Rochester meeting but may
stop at Kingston for a meeting there
tomorrow morning.
HAWLEY AND POST
ARRIVE IN MONTREAL.
Heroes of Record Breaking Balloon
Trip Are Expected to Arrive in
New York This .Evening.
Hawley
Montreal, Oct. 2S. Allen
and Augustus Post, heroes of the
trip of the balloon America II, from St. Louis to the northern Canadian wilderness, arrived here
this morning and left soon after for
New York, where they arrived at 10:30
this evening.
record--

breaking

Detroit, Oct.
Since early in
i have
traveling almost
coutiiiiimirtly, and have had j. fair
chance to come in contact with and
estimate public sentiment in all the
great divisions of our country. Using
the information thus secured from
contact wilh men of many occupations and varieties of political belief
in many localities, i have tried to
write down an estimate of the composite opinion of the voters of all par-tic- s
in the east, the south, the Mississippi valley, and the Pacific coast on
certain public qiiestIonst
What J
have written makes no pretense to
be complete.
And the task is not
without difficulty. Opinions fiercely
held in some parts of the country, in
others have not yet risen to the surface as publicc issues. The underlying fact, tis I found it everywhere, was
powerful indignation over
the inequality of opportunity everywhere known to exist, and the firm determination to put an end to It somehow, and that soon.
If we could hear the voice of all the
people upon some current Issues, it
would, 1 think declare itself in substance as follows:
I believe the people should
directly
nominate, elect, control, and recall
their own legislative representatives.
I believe in publicity of
campaign
contributions and expenses both before and after election, and in
strictly
limiting by law the amount that may
be spent and the manner of spending
it.
I believe that it should be unlawful
for any lawmaker or other public
servant to be employed by or to receive compensation from any interstate or public service, corporation, or
for any public servant appointed and
not elected to office to be an officer
in any political party or organization
or to attend any political convention.
I believe it should be unlawful for
any lobbyist or other representative
of any interest to advocate or oppose
any measure to any legislator or legislative committee without first publicly registering his name, the nature
of his compensation, and the name of
his employer.
I believe that the
most pressing
patriotic duty of today is to revive
popular government by driving the
special interests out of politics, and
that complete publicity of all the affairs of every interstate and public
service corporation is necessary to
that end.
I believe that corporations have certain rights that should be
respected,,
but they have no political rights,
powers, or duties, and they should have
no representatives in Congress, in
the cabinet, or on the bench.
I believe that the special interests,
through their control of politics and
business, and principally by means of
the tariff, are mainly responsible for
the exorbitant cost of living.
I believe that the
tariff was made by the servants of
special privilege for the benefit and
according to the orders of their masters, and that when Congress and the
X

June

j

..--

d

j

Democrats Vainly Fan the Air Insurance Machine Company Railroad Tax Case Is Reversed
of Kansas City Files Incorpoin Favor of the
to Attract Imaginary
State.
ration Papers.
Insurgents.
It was between three and four
o'clock this morning when the constitutional convention after a session of
fourteen hours, broken only by short
recesses for dinner and supper, adjourned. There is some difference of
statement as to the exact minute of
adjournment, one delegate swearing
that he did not reach home until eight
this morning, but most agreeing that if
must have been between 3:15 and 3.45
a. m., and the sole press representative who stuck it out, says it was
3:30. But It was a glorious victory
The work of adopting the article of 45
sections which covers the legislative
department was completed on the
lines laid down by the majority. The
Democrats made a grand stand play
to the last but they could not induce a
single Republican to desert his standard, and the unterrified and the initia
tive went down to inglorious defeat.
as one Democrat said, quoting Grov- er Cleveland, to "innocuous desue- tude."
On another page is reviewed some
of the oratory, up to the time that
most of the press representatives and
a greater part of the audience had
faded away. As time went on, one
Democrat after the other dropped out
and made his way homeward and
more that one tired out Republican
was among the stragglers hunting, for
their hotels between the hours of midnight and the dawn.

Liv-mise-

Up-To-tori-

deep-seate-

Payne-Aldric-

h

President enacted and approved it, over the just protest of the Progressives
they broke faith with the people.
I believe that the credit for good
laws recently passed in Congress belongs to the Progressives of both parties, who amended bad bills in the public interest, rather than to the administration, which drafted and advo-

cated the bad bills.
I believe that the old party ties are
slipping off; that the Progressives in
both parties are the true representatives of their parties and, of the people; and that the public welfare has
become a stronger motive with the
people than partizan success.
1 believe that
the people have lost
confidence in Congress, because Congress as a whole no longer represents
the people who elect it, but the special interests who control it.
I believe that Cannon and Aldrich
and all they represent, are passing
rapidly away, and that a better time
is coming, when the people will control.
I believe the people must protect
themselves against the special interests in state and nation alike; that
they can best protect themselves by
the power of the nation against cor-

porations operating across state lines;
and that the great special interests
FROST REPORTED FROM
must not be permitted to take refuge
TEXAS TO GEORGIA. from all control
by speciously raising
the issue of states rights.
Area of Low Temperature Seems to
I believe that our laws and instituCover Entire South and
tions should he planned, made and
Southwest.
changed solely as the necessities, advantages, and difficulties of the peoLouisville, Oct. 28. Low tempera- ple require, and not for the benefit of
tures and frost are reported from large the
special interests.
sections of the south and southwest
I believe that presidents, cabinets,
all
today, the frost being in evidence
lawmakers, officials, and judges are
th,e way from northern Texas to cen- all servants of the people; that they
tral Georgia.
hold office for the benefit of no-- special
class of political party, but solely for
SEPARATION OF STATE AND
the benefit of the people; and that
CHURCH IN PORTUGAL. they may
justly be held responsible
28. Separation of
Lisbon, Oct.
by the people for what they do.
church and state was announced by
I believe that our local, state, and
the provincial government today. An- national governments can and should
other decree was published declaring
for freedom of the press.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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JUST RECEIVED
TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES
FROM COLORADO

THSE RE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCVr AND GOOD
KEEPERS

stock of Solitare Candies in

We will have a fresh

Excellent in Quality.

next week.

I

No. 40.

WSESEZWXSttEe$BEm3tT5&

ester- not report a bursary.
.
...!. r Mrs Fanstin
,h
nuusiu
w:;;,,lM(e(1 ot a (lia.
I
jn)01ul vn worth $12.", a silk shin and
la silk shirt waist. Mrs. Gallegos was
TOO LATE.
in Las Vegas to attend the wedding
(Etta Webb in the Columbian.)
This is her room and this the chair! of Miss Aurora (hi. egos and Joaquin
K. Sandoval.
In which she sat day after day.
Runaway Caught Cliff Falk, aged
The soft little dent in the cushion;,
years, one of two runaways from
them
Is the place where her dear head lay. the reform school at Springer, has
'been caught, at Raton and returned to
Falk had assisted in
Here is her work, where she laid it the school.
quelling a recent mutiny at the school
,lown,
innd for that reason Governor Mills
tii fni.i
on,ii dill
vriti,
he
And the stitch half taken, too heavy had just signed a pardon which
"()W forfeits.
grown
PTIarriaae
Licenses Issued at Las
v..,n,io tr.
u,.
tttt; swin SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca
Vegas Marriage licenses were grantVegas TO Uie 1uhuwimK.
tl,,w nftci, llio fniliiiP cvps InnkPil nut ed at
mountains to the east. It was decidO'er the uplands, barren and brown, Celsa Romero, aged fift; and Cruz
Lu- - edly colder weather this morning, the
Maria
of
Cnrazon;
cero
42,
aged
see if one whom she dreamed
minimum of 20 degrees having been
'jan. aged Hi, ot sanmusa, huu
about
Ama-- I reached, which is the record for the
Came riding in haste from the! Baca, aged 19, of Canon Largo:
There was a heavy deposit
do Ledoux and .lesucita Santistevan season.
town!
of Martinez were srraiited a marriage of frost and those who were out early
this morning or late last night found
The roses that droop in the old blue license at naton
Judgment Set Aside "Judge John a heavy overcoat a desirable article
and
Have long been touched with decay. It. McFie has set aside judgment ot of apparel.
case
th
trial
new
in
a
ordered
1
come
and
I
come
Ah!
fast
have
have
Maurice U. jounson agaiusi nuuen
far
White, for the collection of a note.
To find them like this today.
I'rhe note was given originally by
insurance
The sunlight enters the curtains be- - White to H. C. Kelly the
Wanted at Capitol.
several
i.as
who
Vegas
left
man.
t...pp
at the capitol a basket of
Wanted
'
inontns
ago,
leawug
And brightens the dusty floor,
, ,
to receive the suggesi
capacity
i
a
large
uuuui-As I ponder the things that might reputation,
crooked transactions. tions "kindly" made to the members
and alleged
have been
note to Johnson. of the convention
by disinterested
And the things that shall be no Kelly assigned a
nite parties for the good of the people.
to collect,
tried
Johnson
wtipn
more.
X.
denied having signed the note. Suit
nun
union
in
wi
brought against
Snow at Las Vegas It was reported
comity and. Judge McFie gave judgtoday that a couple oi inches of snow ment for the plaintiff in the sum of
No
fell yesterday at Las Vegas.
A motion for a new trial was
S117
two
The
develof
Death
Young Boy
yearjtiled at the hearing of which it
A Statement of Facts Backed
old son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Guerinj . d tbat the (ipfendant was able to
died at Las Vegas.
by a Strong Guarantee
introduce additional testimony and
judge' set aside judgment, and or
Baptist Convention The New Mex-'thWe guarantee complete relief to all
ico Baptist convention will convene at dered a new trial." Las Vegas Optic sufferers
from constipation. In evTucumcari from November 9 to 13.
case where we fail we will supply
ery
Marriage License Issued A mar-- j
the medicine free.
riage license has been issued at Albu-- '
TOPICS
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, efEd-i
querque to Amelia A. Reitz and
fective,
dependable and safe bowel
mond S. Ballou, of Moriarty.
regulator, strengthener and tonic.
New Cashier Earl Scott is the new
nature's functions
They
cashier of the Estancia Savings Bank j
in a (uiiet. easy way. They do not
Oct. 28 The
Colo.,
Denver,
at Esctancia, Torrance county, in
cause any inconvenience, griping or
forecast is tonight fair, not so
nausea. They are so pleasant to take
place of Mrs. Dora Short who has re-- j
east
extreme
portion.
in
cold
signed.
and work so easily that they may be
Saturday fair with warmer
taken by any one at any time. They
Las Vegas Boy Sentenced to Prison X weather in east portion.
thoroughly tone up the whole system
Santos Urtados of Las Vegas, was
tn hpalthv activitv.
found guilty of manslaughter at PueHeadquarters Moved Tom Stewart, Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
blo. Colorado, for
killing Lorenzo
supervisor, has removed his head- and Ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We canE. Main Quarters irom rancnuen.
Fell Asleep in Saloon-- C.
not too highly recommend them to
was sentenced to pay $10 fine and cos forest to Pecos for the winter,
all sufferers from any form of consticosts at Albuquerque for falling asleep
Special Guards for Hallowe'en
attendant evils. Two
Gilbert Hagedorn and The board of education has engaged pation and
in a saloon.
Fred Tash received a similar dose for special watchmen to guard scnooi sizes, 10c and 25c. Remember, you
property at each of the ward school can obtain Rexall Remedies in this
vagrancy.
build-wa- s
community only at our store The
W. A. Brown Is Wanted A warrant houses and the central school
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Oo
Hallowe'en.
on
issued at Albuquerque yesterday ing
for W. A. Brown charging him with
Horse Thieves Make Good Escape
removing two horses and spring Thursday night the citizens of Lords-- !
vvaeon valued at $227 from the barn burg. Grant county, were startled at
of Louis Clarion.
2:30 in the morning by several pistol:
First Death From Pellagra in Ari- shots. Upon investigation it was
zona Mrs. Eva Sutty, aged 48, died found to be, not fire as was at first!
at Bisbee, Ariz., of Pellagra, the first expected, but shots fired at some horse
death to occur from this disease in j thieves who, however, escaped with
Arizona. She was the mother of Miss tneir uoot
24 E SAN FRAN6ISC0 ST
Fire at Lordsburg Last Thursday
j
Mary Sutty, of El Paso.
Lad Arrested for Larceny A boy night about seven o'clock the resi-,
named L. S. Clark was arrested at Al-- den e of C. W. Morningstar at Lords-de- was
s
(
Grant
totally
Men's
county,
small
for
several
burg,
nailed) - - 75c
buquerque
stealing
Ladies' half aolen - - - - 50c
articles from the drug store of W. E. stroyed by fire. The family were not
50c
Rubber heels
Bauer.
The lad was about to leave at home and when the fire was discov-- 1
FIRST CLASS WORK
ered the building was almost ready to
for Pueblo, Colo., when arrested.
GUARANTEED.
Decrees Quieting Title Judge C. J.l collapse.
Nothing was saved, and
of
The
origin
Roberts has signed decrees quieting there was no insurance.
title to 22,000 acres in Cherry Valley, the fire is unknown.
Mora county, upon suit of J. P. Van! That Their Seal on a bottle means!
Houten vs. rTencn Cburcn et al., and;tllat tne contents are right, that they
I TJ 1 T) I DDED
to 1,500 acres in the John Scolly grant ;have tne roper knowledge and drugs j r)T
j
to put up prescriptions rigm, is ium
new
the
in
manner
State of OHiio, City of Toledo,
an
in
For
,
interesting
yearj the only
Lucas County. ss.
advertisement of Zook's pharmacy in
tonsorial parlor
first
class
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that this issue and is well worth reading.
in Santa Fe.
he is senior partner of the firm of Through an Error on the part or the
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
OUR NEW FITCH
printer, the paid up capital stock of
in the City of Toledo, County
and 'the Occidental Fire Insurance Corn- TREATMENT
State aforesaid, and that said firm i,anv' was inven as two hundred mil-will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED' Hon instead of two hundred thousand is guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
DOLLARS for each and every case of dollars.
relieve, D.mdruff, falling hair &
Catarrh that cannot be cured by theWe also
An.thrr R(,P.ord From 28 to 45 de-- i Other sca'p irritations.
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
was the range in temperature carry a C iinplete 'ine oi all the
grees
FRANK J. "CHENEY,
which is a departure from popular hair and facial tonics,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed yesterday,
10 degrees. The aver-normal
of
minus
HERPICI0E, DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH
in my presence, this 6th day of Deage relative humidity tor ine aay was
A.
1886.
D.,
cember,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
58 per cent and the lowest temper- a w m.i?iariM
atUre last nifht WaS,2 d!!greeS' bUt,at
HT7RRS T,ATTNT)T?.VAnai.t.s
(Seal)
Notary Public, a t i
m
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- - b
vour'
wewlllbeeladtocallfor
was c.ear ana corner au
n Kon&
and Tub8Qays
ally, and acts directly on the blood 8ree8' me day
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
and mucous surfaces of the system. llmu
ws visible during the forenoon and
Send for testimonials free.
All work is guaranteed;
socks are mended and buttons
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. middle of the day along the southern
sewed on you shirts, without
This bank was
an(1 eastern horizon.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
extra charge.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl- - the "fringe" of the storm that was
RED 122. T HONH RED lit.
moving along the eastern slope of the
pation.
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Cut Glass

Hand Painted China

j

STERLING AND GERMAN SILVER MESH BAGS

i

j

SEAL TRAVELING BAGS

'

FULLY

EQUIPPED, DRESSING CASES.

Always

P0I50N

Scrofula is a disease manifested
usually by a swelling and ulceration
of the glands, especially about the
neck. It is almost entirely hereditary
in its origin, being the dregs or remains of some specific blood poison.
Where the blood is greatly weakened
with the scrofulous poison, the disease
attacks other portions of the system
besides the glands, and then we see its
effects in weak eyes, poorly developed
bodies, running sores and ulcers, skin
diseases, especially on the scalp, ca- tarrhal troubles, etc. bcroiula usually
makes its appearance in childhood,
though manhood or womanhood may
be reached before the poison progresses to the stage of outward manifestation. S. S. S. is the one real cure
for Scrofula. It is a blood purifier
without an equal, and it cures this
destructive blood poison by removing
every trace of the infection from the
S. S. S., in addition to
circulation.
and
cleansing
the
purifying
blood, assists the
stomach and digestive members
in the creation of
new blood corpuscles and other
nourishing matter for the circu
lation. S. S. S. increases the resistive
powers of the system and by strengthening and building up the vitality,
allows nature to make a perfect and
Book describing the
lasting cure.
disease and any medical advice sent
free to all who write.

-
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WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

1

HEREDITARY BLOOD

J

inter Grocery Co.
Telephone

SCROFULA

Richard

i

Cheap in Price.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

case of Louis

H. Kroenig vs.
Dahlman.
Taken to Reform School Sheriff
H. .1. McGrath of Silver City who was
in the city yesterday, brought with
him as far as La my Inocericio Chacon
of Grant county, and there delivered
him to Sheriff Secmidinn Romero who
will take him to the reform school at
Springer to serve a term.
Given $1,2C0 Damages In district
court at Bernalillo, Sandoval county,
Justiniano Castellano was yesterday
awarded $1,200 against the Santa Fe
Railway Company for damages inflicted on his land by an overflow of water
dammed by the railroad embankment.
offer.
He had asked for $7,000.
ZEMO is a clean liquid for external
-The com-New Coach for Central
is being built at
coach
that
"Ination
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
Central shops here in
ZEMO and. the New Mexico
forms of skin eruption.
iind is as fine a
TiPMrinp1 eompiei.oi
ZEMO soap are the most economical
of workmanship as ou will find
Piece
,
of
as Weil
UIC ticaucau Him uiuoi
uotn to the
(i
fn, ,ffontiD nf tti 'ny1ipre. It is credit,
auu iu the
skin or scalp, whether on infant or mon win (lid tip work
road." Estancia Daily Herald.
grown person.
Another Robbery at Las Vegas It
in the

SKIN AFFECTIONS

WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, be it man, woman or child, who has an irritated,
tender or itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
7R1in onrt a nnko nf 7F.Tf snari and
if you are not entirely satisfied with
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
efficacy of this clean, simple treatment, that we make you this unusual

and

omtort&ble
For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear.
The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

Underwear
FOR MEN
are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

-

IS

STERLING
SILVER SANDWICH
TRAYS AND ALL KINDS OP SILVER NOVELTIES.

i

H

COME

AND LOOK

i

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

'

J

THE FORUM

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
smassmassmm

Is the kind you get
f you buy from us,
You wi'l also get a

,

TAXIDERMIST TASNER& FURRIER
WVERY HKSORIPTION

IN OUR LINK DONE TOOKDKK

OK WORK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinls

GORMLEV'

SANTA KK.N, M.
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ORNKRAIj MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLAOK

11

i'

than anyother make
on the market.

Reason for Doubt

Send for prices for taantnK and lining
and hides for Tugs and robes

F.

K

-

fui--

FRANK

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more heat

ROAD

Our line is composed cf the cekbvalrd
which burns ccal or
(Coles Hot Bias-1wood equally well.

KIM cm

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers

Gome in and let us point
superiorty of the Coles.

Phone
No.14.

"
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WPOP-DAVI-

out to you the
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,hone
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j
j

DAY & NIGHT
PHONE
PICTURE

130

FRAitiiNG

RED
TASTEFULLY

Wholesale
&

AND

is

PA LA OB,

125

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and

Screened

NICK YANNFS

Anthracite Coal

SHOE SHOP

e0arAEZTUr8..vS
Telephone

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone

85N

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

j

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT- EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -

UL'AN

'

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE

KERR'SCUAn

:

LEO HERSCH

S5S5 45

ft DnllDl!ll

f

j

j

SATISFACTION ASSURE

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
pofpSrices

I)

Wop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

kmll

1

j

j
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WATCHES

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyas Tested and
Flttwl by

Mathtdt

LET US

SANTA

DO

"""

it.

r-

,

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Franolaeo St.

"

i

MANUPACTUIIKIt OP

Gentlemen'
Phone
Red

132

0. 0.

IT

M.

SrIAWQO, Propietor

LIVERY ...TABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Morses, Single
Buggies, Sanies, Saddle Horses

Call up

If you have a prescription to be filled get it to our store by
any manner of mean , bring it, or send it, or phone and
we shall call for it. The reason is that prescriptions filled
here are filled absolutely right. We have the drugs and
knowledge, and when we put our seal on a bottle the contents of the bottle are right.

'Phone 9

.

When in Need of Anything in the
Liveiy Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

yor

;

FE, ft.

Hats Made New.

id

j

Right Price
Right Goods
Right Servlo

RiesimCoal.

1

j

HACK SERVICE

Lump

CERR1LLCS

j

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

FIRST CUSS

RATON
YANKEE

U Sizes,
Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

half-sole-

45

RETAIL

1

Sale Agents For

PHOXE
BLAUK

AD

;

SALT

Retail

WHOLESALE

1

Bob Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
PHONE 213
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He recalled
re- people of the territory.
general amendment of the constltu- this year, when the initiative and
how the Democrats have disfranturn which would also apply to this feiendum were your issues, the
New Mexico Military Institute
0THIH6
TALK,
made by the minority. We publicans carried the territory by over chised millions of people in the south
Information of Priceless Value to
did
not
because
happen
these
people
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
must predict your future course by r,00() majority,
Every Santa Fe Citizen.
t i be borr. in Mississippi or some other
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Democratic Steam Holler.
what your actions in the past have
some
BUT TALK been. There is hardly a state in which ,n my own comty a peculiar thing southern Ftate, but in Africa or Demo
Army Officers Detailed by War Departmeci
How to act in an emergency Is
4
the
that
and
far
4
away
islands,
cuuuuuuus
a
nau
nave
Democrats
the
oonntv
Army
Inspector? RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
xhft
and
T)pmocratic
haip(inp(i
knowledge of Inestimable worth,
crats are merely awaiting the upportu-a
considerable
3i
that
Portion;
"A."
majority
of which my colleasue. Mr.
this is particularly true of the disease
nity to mete out a like fate to the
voters have not oeen cusiran
Davidson, was the chairman, abso- native people of New Mexico.
Through Academic course, preparing young
and ills of the human body. If you Orators on Both Sides Given ot the
are
that
you
chised. Until you prove
life. Grrat
men for college or tor
lutely refused to obey the mandate of
suffer with backache, urinary disorNative
A
to
the
People.
Sop
an Opportunity to Air
a different brand of Democrats from the Democratic territorial central com- - j
amount of opeu air work. Huaiihlest location
ders, or any form of kidney trouble,
A. II. Hudspeth took up the cudgel
the rest of your brethren in the states, mittee at Albuquerque to adopt the
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Their Views
the advice contained in the following,
we are not willing to trust to you. initiative and referendum as the cam- on behalf of the report which he had
statement will add a valuable asset!
on the beautiful Peco
Valley the garden
found
He
ReB.
II.
with
Fergusson.
I'here is not a state in which the
What
f
PfrrA rf VnnwlpdffP
an
e'evatlcc of 1,700
Wan
paign issue, and my colleague main- asigned
of
the
it
spot
demand
throughout the
general
QTDIMj TUDJCUrn fVFR "ublicans predominate in which the tained this position until the Democould be more convincing proof of the!
ver .day, but
sea
feet
above
levol,
reII lU I Ifaw
I
ULU Ullillll
Republicans have ever attempted to cratic steam roller ran over him. The United States for the initiative and
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
sno-- .
session.
or
Ittte'ralQ
Senaduring
to
ferendum
and
of
the
voters, initiative and referendum were not in
quote
expected
I
disfranchise any part
the statement of Santa Fe citizens
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradufavor but A. li. Fall
i hope that from now on every one
who have been permanently cured?
the
the platform of either party in Quay tor Root in its of this
Had
Decidedly
Ten
Republicans
from statdard eastern colleges
ates
for
of
him
New
relieved
had
citizen
1GG
a
necessity
considered
be
will
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero,
county. Although Quay county has a
It
in
of
Better
a
of
light
heated,
furnished,
neid
the
Argument
admitted
thoroughly
bad
the
latter
'buildings,
Mexico ami mai tins queauuu ui
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I!
nominal Democratic nmjoriiy of r,oo,
ed and modern Ir ali respects
check uuon the legislature. But the
and Eloquence.
will never tj raised again
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's j
two Republicans were elected as deleBilchock.
effective
an
REGENT- S- E. A. Cahoon, President; W
demand
is
for
I
as
when
publicly
Not Pledged to Initiative.
Kidney Pills today,
gates to this convention.
not
been
had
1907.!
it
lion
dollar
'v(i, Hamli'Oi). Vice I'restdent; J. Phelps White,
corporations
recommended them in January,
The Republicans had a Roland for
Some of us have been criticized beConstitution Will Be Adopted.
a
by the founders of the reanticipated
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secrt.try, and W'j
For about a year I was bothered by- yery oljTer on the Democratic side
Do not tell me therefore ttiat these
cause of what bas been called a comprowhen they formulated the conA SMniay
public
a dull ache and weakness across my
the great debate on the initiative mise, and because some of us have eastern counties will vote against a stitution of the United States. These
a ,,.,wv0
. Ilinirated
i trt
pasitv nndi
For partlciilar
rataiogoa
constitution that does not contain the corporations are interested in New
nn Kpver nfllna! that occupied yesterday afternoon and been
of initiaform
some
for
laboring
a.1'1r",
You can
referendum.
and
conven-Pill- s
initiative
of
the
constitutional
evening
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
COL. JA8. W. WILL30N.
tive and referendum. It is true, when call it a steam roller, you can call it Mexico and if they are not already'
tlon. The Democrats first on the othere they will come later with temptaI came here I favored some form of
highly spoken of, I was induced
Superintendent.
of
a
the
the
were soon compelled to seek
majority
compromise,
tions that will be hard to resist forj
to try them The result proved
initiative but since I have heard the
defen-llvthe
the
will
like
on
were
constitution;
and
the
shelter
people
initiaThe
members.
plainly
some legislative
of the minority I am absoyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney pills'
will all support It, one tive and referendum proposed by the
sive soon after the start. At the even-an- arguments
convinced of my mistake. Still, Republicans
up to representations. The cure
lutely
vote
will
it.
for
of
Democrats
half
the
remedy jing session, after H. O. Bursum had I never have been pledged to any form
minority will not destroy the constitu-- ;
positive relief this
The referendum is the very opposite tion to be formulated by this conven- over the
and
referendum
or
brought, has led me to praise it on been again called to preside
the
initiative
of
of the initiative; the initiative has
committee of the whole, C. C. David- - the
he
more than one occasion."
only suggestion I ever made for been devised to get more laws on the tion. He then gave notice that mi- would offer an amendment to the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 son resumed the address he had begun an Initiative was upon a twenty-fivstatute books, the referendum is to be
would take the
Buffalo, in the afternoon and which had caught
Co.,
cents.
per cent basis. The constitution of used to take unpopular laws from the nority report which
mo
was
own
in
net.
him
his
It
United
for
upon
the
New York, sole agents
of franchise out of the opera-- :
right
United States was a compromise,
the
statute books. We ask two per cent
tion of A. B. Fall that Mr. Davidson's j a
States.
compromise between the Jefferson-ian- s less for our form of referendum than tion of the initiative as the minority
Remember the name Doan's-ia- ke and time was extended. The latter said
proposes it, in order to allay the fears
and the Hamiltonians, between
that it was not the Oregon plan he ad- Hamilton who leaned to the British you do 'for your intiative. I am not that had been aroused among the na-- ;
no other.
in favor of the minority legislating for tive citizens
vocated at this time. He referred to form of
though the mouthings of
government, and Jefferson,
the Montana and the Missouri form who had imbibed the doctrines of the the majority of the people, such as self seeking demagogues. He said that
TO AND FROM ROSWEUU.
Democratic
no constitution is perfect and even
Connection made with Automobile and asked whether the people of French Revolution. It was a glorious would be the case if the
Even in Oklaline at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. Maine were not satisfied with the kind thing for our country that it was a idea were adopted.
the constitution of the United States!
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- that they had. But I am satisfied with compromise, and it is a glorious thing homa, the home of more freak legisla- has been amended again and again,
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- my sojourn in and citizenship of New for New Mexico that the Republican tion than is found in any other state, But even though the constitution for-- j
a majority is required to carry a re- mulated
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves Mexico and I hope for nothing better
by this convention should be
majority has agreed to a compromise ferendum proposition.
You tell me
m.
a.
12:30
Roswell for Vaughan at
30 H. P.
than to end my life under the sunny The Democrats could not get together
$1,500
it certainly is not intended to
perfect,
and arrives at Vaughu at 6 p. m. The skies of this commonwealth.
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Fire

cGidenta
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nsurance company

Home Office, Albuquerque, New Mexico
With the Laws of New Mexico
Duly and Regularly Incorporated in Strict Accordance
shown by the Accompanying Certificate from Jacobo Chavez, Insurance Commissioner.
JACOBO CHAVEZ

Superintendent of Insurance.

dasire to notify
We, the undersigned, having duly incorporated the above company,
of the
pilicy-ho'der- s
s
and
the Insuring Public in general, and our frends,
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, in particular, as to the following facts;
1. We are incorporating the OCCIDENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, which
will havs a paid up capital of $200,000.00 and a like amount as surplus and which will
commence active business on or about January 1st, 1911.
2. The company will be organized, tnd the business maintained, by the officers
aud men who had charge of, and made such a success of the OCCIDEN TAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, during the past four years. v
3. The businesss will be developed conservatively, economically and to the best of
ability and judgment.
4. No promotion stock will be given to anybody, at all, and the expenses of organization will be kept down to an absolute minimum.

P. M. A. LIENAU

mm,

Deputy.

stock-holder-

TEBHHORY

OF NEW

MXICO

This is to certify that J. H.
Miilen, having complied with the
authorized to open books tor the
and places as to them may, seem

DccCj

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 29, 1910.
O'Rielly, George Itoslington, M. W. Flournoy, Solomon Luna and A. B. Mo
act under which a Fire Insurance Company can be incorporated, "are duly
subscription of stock of the Occidental Fire Insurance Company at such times
convenient and proper.
JACOBO CHAVEZ,
(Signed)
Superintendent

t

FLOURNOY,
Occidental Lif,
SOLOMON LUNA,
Occidental Life
J, H O'RIELLY,
Sec'y and Gen, Mgr Occidental Life
GEORGE ROSLINGTON,
Actuary Comptroller Occidental Life
A. B. McMILLEN,
General Council Occidental Life
Vice-Preside-

Vice-Preside-

.

'

'

'

,

"
,

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS

of

Insurance.

We have over three hundred stockholders now, representing the leading citizens of New Mexico, Arizona and
Texas, the following list of which reside in Santa Fe. If you are Interested and wish to learn something about
the profits to a stockholder in a Fire Insurance Company, send for our prospectus:

M. W

'

BEPAKMENT

INSURANCE

v
,

s

List of Santa Fe Stockholders.
Mills, Gov. W. J.
Walter, P. A. F.
Davies, E. P.
,
Seligman Bros. f
r
Owen, Frank.
March, Jno. W.
DeArcy, E. J.
Palen, R. J.
Sargent, W.
Renehan, A.
Fornoff, Fred.

G.
B.
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BUT IT'S as much in taxes, dollars and cents.
SUGGESTION
than it does in the largest city of
LEGISLATION.
The El Paso Herald makes a sus- - New Mexico.
gestion to prevent double taxation. It
'HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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P
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h
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Entered as Second
Several reputations were establishis not likely that in the new state
$3.50
Daily, six months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
both mortgages and the property ed yesterday for oratory and one or
25
2.00 which secures them, will be taxed. It two were slightly damaged.
year
daily per week by carrier
75 Weekly, pet
As
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 is a matter purely for legislation.
3ix month
Weekly,
65
mail
the tendency alseady is to write morel "YTArizona" can afford $7,000 a year
Daily, per icon'..", by
.50
. ,
7.00
quarter
Weekly, per
Dail7. per year, by mail
legislation into the constitution tnan
,ollrt tlistices. New Mexico
is necessary or than is even called can afford them too.
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
for, the Louisiana clause here suggestI. Is sent to ed should be left for the enactment
New Mexico.
Tho ww Mexican is the oldest new paer
of the first state legislature. This.
and has a large and growing t'rculatl
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
every .osiomc, in the Territory,
however, is what the PI Paso Herald
Southwest.
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sheet
Certificate,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
sheet
Notice of Mining Location.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
2

4

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexioa. Established in 1379

2

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

4

,,..,

moiie

Blanks.
Amended

Mining

Additional and

i

L.

PALEH.
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Mex.

-

J,

1910.

28,

R

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

President.

R.

OCTO-iE-

'Title

Bond of Mining Property,

2

sheet

sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
sheet.
Statement with
Coal Declaratory
MASONIC.
Af
Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
Montezuma Lodge Nc Affidavit,
sheet
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
1, A. V. & A. M. Reg
communication
mar
Forfeiture or Publibhine Out of
Brst Monday of eac Notice,
sheet.
month a' Vlasonic hs
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment
7.30
at
v. ul.
Stock Blanks.
H. H. LOR MAN.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
Acting Master dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks
ALAN It. UcCORD. Secretary.
40c per book.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet.
R. A. M.
Regular con Vendor's Recorded Brand,
vocation second Monday o?
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
each mouth at Mason. sheet
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
S. G CARTWR1GHT, H. P
Authority to Gather. Drive and
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
sheet.
corded Brand,
Authority to Gather. Drive and
Santa Fe Commandeiy Nc
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner
I, K. T. Regular conclav
sheet.
in each Recorded Brand,
fourth Monday
.
Hall at
Contrato de Partido,
montil at
pliego.
7:30 p. in.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pltego.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
Documento Garantlzado.
pliego.
A'. 12. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Hinoteca de Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
Ssanta Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. i
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry nieeu forma enters, full sheet.
Certificado de Matrlmonio, 10c cada
on the third Monday of each monti
t 7:30 o'clock in the evening n l uno.
sheet.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are coi
sheet.
tainer,
Jially invited to attend.
sheet.
Subpoena,
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
J. P. Complaint, 'A sheet
Venerable Mastei
sheet.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant,
Secretary.
School Blanks.
sheet.
Enumeration
Form,
B. P. O. E,
sheet.
Teachers'
Certificate,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. 0. &
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2
Molds its regular session on the sec
sheet.
:ud and rourth Wednesday ot eact
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
month. Visiting brothers are invitee
Contract between Directors and TeaA. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.
sheet.
I D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler chers,
sheet.
of School Director,
Oaths
Secretary.
of
Certificate of apportionment
sheet.
School Funds,
of
Pythias.
Knights
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knightb ot
sheet.
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Report,
Monthly
3c
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Pythias. Regular meeting 1st
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I
0 0. F. ball, San Francisco St. Visit sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
in
Knight's invited to attend.
sheet.
Homestead Entry,
AUGUST REINGA.RDT, C. C
Affidavit,
lOHN K. STATJFFER. K. R. S
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80.000
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are caught they will be dealt with
Some of the 'practical
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jokes" in vogue Hallowe'en are taking gates off their hinges and tying
ropes to door bells or in case of elec
tric bells, inserting splinters so that'
the bell rings continuously.
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the jokers go so far as to break win-- ;
dows and do more or less injury to
property.
But these jokers will languish in
the lock-uif they are caught and
there will be plenty of policemen ou
the look out Monday night to catch
them.
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Ptomaine
(terms
i in special
polsonlnu.
policemen Monday night ceptors,
A FEW FAT HENS FOB EATINO.
pliego.
and that If any violators of the law
Contrato de Combustible,
& Co.
pliego. Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
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Your Patronage Solicited

N

B. IAUGHLIN,

President

H
F; STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,
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EVERYTHING in FRESH
FRULTfc & VEGETABLES

WALNUTS

ALMONDS

&

rmind-Pilc-

SSndebaker

i

im-

Acjcnts

1.

:

!

i

.

1910 CROP OP ENGLISH

"''.--

Are

,

Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes

.

vr.i.

I

FLORIDA

C

Saves You
Money

v

i

,

I'.l-- t

.

-

;

,

.
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OYSTERS

-

Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

1

PHONE
No.

H.

26

S. KAUKE&

PH NE
N o 26.

TO

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

.

i

Wholesale

Retail

I

Dealers in
"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

;

j

'

2

O

C-

WATSON & COMPANY

-

Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Franciscv

Phone Red

St.

Ho. 189

Cnldrens Dresses Cloaks
DRESiEJ

The mercurv shows that the winter is righ
and now is the time o get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quills to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. vVe have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other
material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.

4

4

.

SIZES

14,

$1.50

...

i

STYLES

1

FUNEEUL' DIRECTORS

$14.00

...

2

Akers Wagner Furniture Co.
EXPERT EMBALMERS&

riNIJH.

2

rABRICS
or.

4
2

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

$2.25

$9,00

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

MISSES,

14 YEARS

j

roR

'

'

WE HAVEA;FEW

THAT WE AREGLOSING
OUR

NW

MAVAJO RUGS

OUT TO MAKE ROOM

Blankets

Coru--

FOR

Baskets

-

r of EJhz,

STYLES

i

STOCK.

Curios
S. E

OUTLINE

MORE

New Management

THF C E. HARTLEY RFAL ESTATE CO

ARE

W. H. T0WNSEND & CO,

4

4

SPRINGER, NEW Mi'XICO

1--2

of all sizes, raw lands,
under diwh, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
'
ideal homes' ready for you.
Offers irrigated lands in tracts

2

--

Dry Farming Lands, $5.0Q to $20.00 per acre
RAN0HK9.

We are prepared to locate settlers on goveminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
-

tANOHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

.131

NEWMfcXlCO,

:

:

LET US

To

UP-TO-D-

LARCJB

;

.

HER

AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

4

2

1--

4

2

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters
-

Rents

Do not delay until after the Are
NOW is tin TIME to take

that

19

ot

&

Collection:

;'.

INSURANCE POLICY.

SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

Room

2

Legal Papers

REALTY

& INSURANCE ASENCY.

.";
JOSEPHS. HAYWARD, Manager,.
'
M
Tel Blatk'76
Catron'Blbck Santa Fe, N,

SANTA FE

'

2

WORKS.

4

J

4

CLARENDON
GARDEN

THE CAPITAL

J

2

C'Mi-ken- s

PHARMACY

2

2

and

1A
LL

Electric
uvui
riAiir

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

v

We ae Agents

SLSSJ

Santa Fe Water
,

AND

Call fift
Light Company

DAY

and

WIGHT
Operation

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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children can eat Cottdcne

ni

ether r.ajtry because it never make s rooa greasy as
assimilate
does hrd, and the stomach can easily
and disst it.

4 00

JSk
m'v-

E. V. Goodman, Boston; J. F. Earn
est, Denver; M. O'Neill, Cerrillos;
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. "Wells, San Francisco; Adam S. Wagner, Pueblo ; .1. C.
St. Johns, Colorado
Springs; H.
Ahern, Cincinnati; A. B. Hounold, Es- tancia ; Dean McDougall, Zuni.
Gregg.
i
.1. H. Wcstbrook,
Eetto, la.; C. F.
Hortenstein, Springer; .1. P. Earick-son- ,
Las Vegas; A. D. Lallo, Los

i.Colfax
Opitososo

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute l'aik; N.

Lv
Ar

j

!

sB4
;.-

155

!:---

W

7 46
6

"j

j

M.. .Lv

I

.V

8 55

in

'.

;'yjjr

p m

p in

an animal prod:;

U

r

Cottoloie is a vegetable pro
duct made from pure, refined
cotton oil and every bit as digest'
ible and nourishing as olive or

f

i

"Nature's Gift

'

ounnv ooum

I

Cottolcne makes food which any
stomach can digest, and builds up
the tissues of the body.

!

lijltnx with K. P. S. V. Rjr, train bath .North amlfSouth.;
?Sta?o for Van Houten N", M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
.
X M.. at 9:00
m. daily except
N. M.. fa? Kli.bv't!itn.
lew t Ute
Sundays, Fare u'J nnt wav $;.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried tree.
, f.ir tli south at 11:11 P. in. .'arrives rrom the
N.
His Milni-0. AS triMl'-i'South at 4:38 a. in.
M--

"

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

M.

Stewart,

C.

X.

Jones,

LIFE TO
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Chicago. 111. "I was troubled with
falling and liilkuiiniation, and the doc
Coronado.
tors said 1 could not
Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo; Pedro
get well unless I
Coyole
Mohub, Desiderio Martinez,
had an operation.
Jose Cordova. Chamlta; H. R. Bedient,
I knew I could not
stand the strain of
Lenora;' W. A. McCormiok, Albuquerone, so I wrote to
que; Luis Sanchez, Velarde; Bert
vou sometime afro
Kellar, Raton.
ibont my health
and you told me
to do. After
wlnt
DRUNK OR INTOXICATED,
t iking Lydia E.
WHAT IS DIFFERENCE'
l'mkham's Vegetable Compound and
jiiood Puritirr I am
Judge Ira A. Abbott is Enlightened on
well woman." Mr3. William
Subject in District Court at Raton
AnniiNs, !W W. 21.;t St., Chicago, 111.
By Tom O'Neil.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
made l'runi native roots and
Justice Ira A. Abbott of the second herbs, contains r.o narcotics of harmholds the record
judicial district, with headquarters at ful drugs, and y
the largest imni!;er of actual cures
Albuquerque, who has been holding for
of female diseases of any similar medicourt temporarily at Raton, Colfax cine
in tha country, and thousands of
county, for Judge Roberts, a member voluntary testimonials aro on iile in
of the constitutional convention, and the Pinkham laboratory at Lynn,
judge of the fourth judicial district Mass., from women who have been
court, during the trial of Thomas cured from almost every, form of
ulO'Neil, charged with the murder of female complaints, intlammation,
Walter Byers, at Dawson, N. M., on ceration, displacements.iibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pahis.backache,
April 10th, last, was enlightened by indigestion and nervous prostration.
of
the
the
bartender
Andy Buckley,
Every such suffering woman owes it to
Prairie Dog saloon located in that herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's
flourishing mining camp of Dawson, Vegetable Compound a trial.
as to the difference between intoxicaIf you would like special advice
tion and drunkenness. Buckley was about your case write a confidenpresent when the altercation between tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Tom O'Neil and Walter Byers took
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
place in the Prairie Dog saloon, which and always helpful,
led to the shooting of Byers by O'Neil
and the subsequent death of Byers.
6. 00; western cows
He was a witness for the defense, and ern steers $4.00
$2.755.00.
of
the
a
gave
graphic description
Receipts, 2,500; market
quarrel and the fight, the pulling of Hogs
the gun and the firing of the fatal lower. Bulk of sales $8.408.75;
shot. Counsel for the Territory on heavy $8.408.55; packers and butchCom-pmin-

Mnile only by
THE N. K. FAIR HA N K. COMPANY

P..-fc-

C.

ncK

Carlsbad.

Let your children eat all they
want of food cooked w ith Cottulcm.
It won't harm tiiem
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Thompson
I'liiininghiimN. M
..Ullftoii House
Ar .. Rnton. N. M.
.Lv
Ar
Katou.N.M
..
.Ullfton House N" XI. ..
SI'reston. ..
Koehlcr Junction
koehler
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1st 1910

,

STATION'S

a nt

2

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

OWES

Claire.

Company,

Railway

GENERAL

O.
A. G. Brown, Chicago; W.
Soule, East Las Vegas; J. S. Hunter,
Kansas City; Walter A. Peters, Denver; C. P. Eaxter, Kansas City; S.
Spohn, City.

28, 1910.

gas;

1. &

St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

M.

to-d:i-

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

,f,,:,;
Cookies are Aood lor mm
if made with Cottolene
y m lit,

em

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUK FREIGHT

irf fSli irrfttf 'ffe

Aa.i&iMiWi.
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a measchanged their clothes on the way to every one, before deciding on
Santa Fe. "When you take the power ure. I acknowledge only one boss, the
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
out of the hands of the people, you people of San Miguel county who sent
(Continued from Page Three)
New
in
all
and
Points
have a dangerous government." I do me here. That boss has admonished
Douglas
not know whether I will have another me that he does not want me to be
enforces
executive
to
and
Mexico
and
the
strues
it
Mexico, Arizona,
There is
irth rhance to sneak to vou for they may mannered bv the Democrats.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
mat
couiu
innuence
here
nor
no
"
mouth
in
at
"choke-ragpower
the
my
the procedure in legislative bodies place
'
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
cause me to betray the trust the peo- delibera- - any moment.
which assures discussion,
Texas has the best laws of any pie have confided in me. mere is no
tion and revision. In contrast, he out&
81
in the TJnion and Texas is Demo- - measure more dangerous to the
state
the
of
laws under
lined the enactment
My part of the state will not pe, not only to those of native birth,
initiative without deliberation or opfor
vote
any constitution that does not but to all the people, as the initiative,
an
He
to
as
took
amend.
portunity
initiative and referendum. I am not ..afraid of -a literacy qualiflca- - cross examination attempted to break ers $8.508.75; light $8.65S.80.
the
have
which
form
illustration the Oregon
J
I
which
flnxi oaV down the. story of Buckley,
iiu i ua.c
answer tor your remissness tion tor tne irancuise
must
You
Receipts 4,000; market
j made the case so favorable for the Sheep
has furnished the inspiration for the
more
bepeople
disfranchise
lambs
called
are
that it would
steady. Muttons $4.GO4.80;
He held up a pamphlet of to the people, when you
minority.
Speaking of the. defendant $5.25 6.75; fed wethers and yearlings
unto who are not native born than it would defendant.
20G pages containing the laws present- - fore the Great Jehovah, and woe
of O'Neil, on cross examination, BuckI have seen something
fed western ewes $3.25
ed to the people tor the purpose of be you if you have betrayed your trust. natives.
Fnr Rates and full information address
ley stated that he had known him $4.005.00;
in
Democratic
of
the
party
as
alternated
4.25.
the tricks
ing enacted at the coming election. Laughter and applause
Asked
several
the
for
years.
question
in my
Mr. Spiess described how such a pol- - .Mr. Childers with inimitable accent the territory and especially
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 28. Cattle ReO'Neil was in the habit of
by whether
icy' would work in New Mexico, how and vigorous gestures, poured the own county. You would think
1,000: market steady. Native
ceipts
Buckley
intoxicated,
replied:
getting
of nis wrath upon the hapless-- looking at them and listening to them, "He was in the habit of
A.
intox- steers $4.757.50; cows and heifers
in five minutes at the polls ' the voter vials
getting
ts
i.ii
that these gentlemen who call them icated, but I never saw him drunk." $3.005.65; western steers $3.50
would have to give his opinion on this
El Paso Texas.
selves the minority, love the people, It was at the conclusion of this an- C.75; Texas steers $3.005.30; stackAn
Dem-;
Undertaker,
of
mass of law. "The policy
the
A
he
had
A.
that
declared
Sedillo
that
they are dying to embrace us, but swer that his honor looked down from ers and feeders $3.003.85;
heifers
ocratic party has been to keep the
in their sleeves, they hold the the bench and propounded this quespeople in darkness and I know of no not dreamed until this morning that hidden
bulls, stags, etc., $3.0'0
$3.257.25;
ready
and
recall,
would be called upon to attend a knife, the initiative
tion to the witness Buckley: "What 4.75.
better method for doing this than to
" to plunge
it into our back while they is your definition of the word drunk,
ask them to vote on 32 laws at a funeral, but he had not come as a
Hogs
Receipts 2,500; maJW
have their arms around us. It is the Mr. Witness?" To which Buckley reDuring the campaign, Demo-- ; bearer or as a mourner, but as an
to
Heavy $8.008.70;
strong.
steady
would
of
impress plied: "Drunk, is when a man falls
Judas they
orators, including the Great dertaker to see to it that the corpse false kiss
of how down. Intoxicated, is when he feels mixed $8.258.40; light $S.50S.S5;
heard
Have
you
brow
our
on
not
is
a
burial.
"There
is
decent
given
Tribune and the Little Tribune, preNew good." (His Honor) "Can a man be pigs $5.508.80; bulk of sales $8.2o
sented the same arguments they now a single Republican In the conven the native people in southeastern
are
how
kept drunk without falling down?" Wit 8.40.
they
dilate upon, to the people. The peo- tion who at any time was in tavor ot Mexico are treated; or
Sheep
Receipts 10,200; market
in sepa- ness: "I never saw one yet, Your
schools
placed
of
the
out
like
or
it,
the
Oregon
plan
anything
pie of New Mexico placed the stamp
even order- Honor." The Court: "You never saw steady." Yearlings $4.405.25; wethare
how
schools:
they
more
rate
even
is
the
and
minority report
of their disapproval upon the scheme
ewes $3.253.75;
the barber shops and how a man drunk, without he fell down." ers $3.754.25;
The native voters radical. We have been instructed by ed out of
they advocated.
lambs
A.
"No
sir."
$G.256.75.
at
them
to
politiclosed
are
will have none of this vicious measure. the people to oppose that plan and I the doors
Tim O'Neil, by the way has lived in
Everywhere it is:
to cal meetings?
They know what, it means for them. will oppose it. I have not come
Hoarsness m a child subject to
are
There
Colfax
Mexicans."
county since the late "eigh
the
out
to
do
to
my "Keep
the galleries but
leaders know that play
The Democratic
is a sure indication of the apYou
croup
cow
for
the
He
a
was
counties.
ties."
in
puncher
those
natives
If Chamberthey could not get a single native to duty. In two years after the adoption many them all. Where among the Triangle-Do- t
of proach of the disease.
Cattle
Company,
vote for a constitution that did not of the Oregon plan you would have ignore
which Senator Dorsey was president. lain's Cough Remedy is given at once
there
is
counties
those
from
be
not
would
delegates
in or even after the croupy cough has apsafeguard their rights of franchise. In ballots so long that you
citizen of the territory? Show In the year 1898, he was a trooper
in peared, it will prevent the attack.
Oklahoma, just now, 10,000 citizens able to read them. They are nine fe' a native
was
Roosevelt
the
Riders;
Rough
native
peo
the
have been disfranchised by the Dem- - long now in Oregon. The Democrats him to me if youto love
Cuba, and served with credit in the Contains no poison. Sold by all drug- us
believe.
make
as
try
you
'are
noted for grasping every straf ple
ocrats, disfranchised merely because
of San Juan hill. After the
is the love you bear for 'the na- battle
they have black faces and voted the that flies in the air and the minority That
war, he returned to
him
disfranchise
would
tive, that you
his former
resumed
and
New
Republican ticket. In Arizona, every 'report is nothing but political
Mexico,
and
Texans
Arizonan who speaks Spanish cine. The fact remains that the Re- - with a law formulated by
avocation of cow punching, but owing
peothe
would
keep
you
Oklahomans;
was similarly disfranchised by a Dem publicans have carefully considered
the advent of the "dry farmer,"
SEW MEXICO CENTRAL 1
and excite- to
ocratic law. Even in New Mexico, the wishes of the people, have consult- ple In constant agitationinitiative and and the taking over of the open range
by means of the
for agricultural purposes, he was com
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
just as soon as the Democrats feel ed with open mind the representatives ment confuse
them until you could put pelled to abandon that class of work,
that they have the power, they would from every part of the territory and thus
CITY OFFICE IN
dark schemes. Mr and in late years has acted as a depuendeavor to disfranchise the native have formulated a just and practical into execution your
applauded repeat- ty sheriff and peace officer in south
was
roundly
will
take
themnative
j
The
Segura
measure.
people
people and thus perpetuate
,$13.40
to produce ern Colfax county. He was a deputy
.
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When
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not
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will
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selves in power for eternity, but the care of themselves.
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that natives had been dis- game warden under Warden Thomas
his
of
proof
will
the
feature
report
to
fool
native
majority
every
the
people
attempt
in the southeast P. Gable of Santa Fe, at the time of
DATES OF SALE
fall of its own weight. The voice of for I will use my own judgment in criminated against
offered a let- his altercation with Walter Byers.
J.
J.
Oct.
27 to Nov. 5th.
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ern
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to
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the Democracy, at this moment, ap-- offering amendments
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days
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that
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tions,
Jacob,
pears
how the
RETURN LIMIT
ing in heart stirring words excluded its trial, and the jury, after being out
hand is that of Esau. I want state-- : down everything that has been
been
had
one hour, returned a verdict of "sin
children
native
Democratic
a
state-not
is
This
it.
' pared for
every Republican wants
Nov. 8th. 1910.
from the public schools, and 01 culpa."
hood; we do not want to write any-- j state and we must not make it such, there
a
county
of
niana
oreanizing
thing' into the constitution that will He exposed the fallacy and futility of tho
A
which
Oklahomans.
defeat statehood; we do not want one the Democratic second thought amend-sectioin it.
native
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not
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people against
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applause followed the speaker who, basis as an ordinay law, and should
MONEY AND METALS.
A Bomb Shell,
atten-- not be too easily changed,
marked
followed
with
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lbs.
had
hundred
$5.00
of
rate
U.
the
S.
pasmail
and
per
the
New York, Oct. 28. Call money 3
Carrying
was the last speaker
Davidson
C.
C.
Circumscribing the Initiative.
Special automobiles furnished to ac tion.
his ad 3
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
6;. Mexican
prime paper 5
After the applause had died down, nf the afternoon and completed
A Texas Stump Speech.
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
recess. He dollars 46; Amal. 69
Sugar 119
the
evening
after
dress
s
Republi-Texaw.
B.
Walton sailed into the
Then came a
genuine
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections witL an;
G. N. pfd. 117
make
104
to
come
Atch.
not
had
he
that
said
stump speech. It was made by cans. He declared that the Oregon
and , the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads
119
Reading
medicine, not to construct a platform N .Y. C. 117 N. P.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor the veteran Texas Democrat, J. W. pamphlet exhibited did not only
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
U. P. 174
S. P. 119
office in the fu- 153
for
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who
laws
N.
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the
the arguments
M., by
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe,
pfd'; 116.
Who is malting the medicine? Steel 79
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- extent that in one sentence he de- for and against the laws to be voted ture.
an
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to
Oct. 28. Lead . quiet,
New
tell
one
York,
defied
H
any
then
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at claimed what the people of New Mex-- on. He made a studied explanation,
RE-UNIOstandard copper quiet,
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when
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the
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least
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Baggage allowance of 50 lbs, to special $40.00 to accommodate four of they sent their representatives
SANTA FE, N. M.
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each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
"Austin." He paced up and down so 0f the 32 laws submited in Oregon, native people. This A. B.
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Jan.
LOCAL TRAINS
and
May
county
promised
in
McKinley
Dates of sale Nov. 4 to 8th
are tieing the hands of the people, that Kome of the Republican delegates "on
Ribs Jan. 9.07
May 8.87
would favor the disfranchisehe
if
that
Prom
to
been
elected pledged
direct
Don't let these sharp politicians, wuo;nau
Return limit Nov. 13th.
WOOL MARKET.
that tne
nf7 the native people
The following are the time tables
are the siicKest in tne iana, puu iue legislation ana tnat tneir remissness;imont
TAOS
BARRANCA
TO
;
:
Oct. 28. Wool, una
canoi
Mo.,
St..
noi
Louis,
would
up
put
Democrats
of the local railroads:
wool over your eyes. I know the his- now is the best argument that could
j SANTA FE All The Way.
would vote tor changed; territory and western mediMeets Both North
South
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
of Mr Fall- , he- is one of the h nHvan. fnr. t noprt nf the Initi. date againsthim and
fine
mediums
ums
statement
The
1720;
Leave
smoothest articles that ever came tive in New Mexico. If you are so him almost solidly.and Mr. Davidson fine 1823;
Bounds Trains.
1417.
caused a sensation
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
peo-- ! Bure that the
are
other
There
to
down
the
are
pike.
opposed
people
on
Leaves Barranca
the arrival ol
LIVESTOCK.
truth of
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east
consti-- this measure, why be afraid to submit said he would not deny the
.he north bound train and arrives at pie who must live under this
Chicago, 111., Oct. 28. Cattle Reit. Fortunately for the Democratic
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west.
.Qniind flf 11 n
Tl
n
ttlAQO
v
Within
tha
fvtinn
than
nti
...nnnllnnl
l'ao3 at 7 p. m.
mmo
a motion to take a recess ceipts, 2,000; market weak. Beeves
'5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east.
Ten miles shorter than any other
$4.507.70; Texas steers $3.305.60;
auu
.
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east.
uj
tt
ij carntju
we u
rl Bttlu
Good covered hack and good power to control themselves; they p ,e us uue
all had tacitly western steers $46.70; stockers and
.
vention
reassembled,
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with ray.
in
the
hands
lot
occas-not
their
should
j
place
that as auditor he Knows tnat
.earns.
$2.206.00;
question 'of race feers $4.155.40; cows
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
of politicians. The referendum procalves $7.0010.25.
the
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
background,
Fits posed by the majority is nothing at the columns of a newspaper and"""fin
TJa.in.gr d.c.ato
to j
3 west.
Receipts 10,000 ; market
Hogs
all; you want an initiative and a re- prove it, quoted an editorial trom the
slow and 5 and 10c lower. Light $8.45
12:10 D. m. with connection from
is
will
do
the work. It
ferendum that
New Mexican.
No. 10 east
8.90; mixed $7.958.90; heavy $7.70
not worth the paper it is written on;
Only One Boss, the People.
good to
rough $7.707.90;
6:05 p. m. with connection from No
X8.80;
N. Segura followed with a vehement
it is not worth a hill of beans. Mr.
1 west
choice heavy $7.908.80; pigs $8.00
native
peo- speech in Spanish, which made the
Childers then warned the
EL PASO, TEX.
Palace.
7:30 p, m. with connection with No.
8.65; bulk of sales $8.008.70.
of
San
him
the
Democrats
writhe
J.
and
'
F.
Jones,
Porter
conspirators
ple
against
Lee,
interrupt
Harry
2 east
Receipts 13,000; market
Sheep
$13.40
He praised the methods George P. Learnard, J. H. O'Reilly,
Miguel county; against the delegates repeatedly,
western
9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
Natives
$2.754.40;
at home but .of the Republicans, who consulted Albuquerque; R. Weinberger, Las Ve- - steady.
who made promises
4 east. No. 7 west.
Dates of Sale
$4.505.60;
yearlings
$3.004.40;
from
connection
11:30 p. m. with
lambs native $4.757.10; western $5
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th,
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
No. 8 east, No. 9 west.
7.00.
28.
Above effective October 1st.
Cattle
Oct.
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Kansas City, Mo.,
Return limit. No7. 7, 1910.
D. & R. G. Ry.
800 southerns3,000,
including
Receipts
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
-market
steady. Native steers
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
WINTER TOURIST RATES
Mrs.FO. BROWN
southern steers $3.75
$5.257.50;
New Mexico Central Ry.
cows S2.754.25; nasouthern
5.75;
ON SALE NOW.
No. 23 Red
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
tive cows and heifers $2.756.50;
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
34 east and 33 south and west.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
stockers and feeders $6.505.50; bulls
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refusr-substituteArrive 8 p. m. with connection from
If you want anymrog on earth try
Foley's
west.
$3.004.50; calves $3.758.00;
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west a New Mexican Want Ad.
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QUIBBLING OVER PREAMBLE
OF CONSTITUTION.
Arizona Delegates Have Wordy
bate Over the One Recommended By Committee.

The Famous M&$1

De-

WASTED
!
DEVOTION

Ariz., Oct. 28. This concrete result of the work of the convention in the last three weeks was

Don't use

small, concentrated light
It puts an unequal
Use a diffused, soft,
mellow light that cannot flicker, that equalizes the work of the eyes, such as the Rayo
Lamp gives, and avoid eye strain.
The Rayo is designed to give the
best light, and it does.
It has a strong, durable shade-holdthat is held firm and true. A new burner
gives added strength. Made of solid
brass and finished in nickel. Easy to
keep polished. The Rayo is low priced,
but no other lamp gives a better light at
any price.
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
a

over one shoulder.
strain on your eyes.

attained yesterday afternoon. Chairman Crutchfield of the committee on
preamble reported the proposition he
had introduced, the first in the convention as follows:
"We, the people of Arizona, invokBeing the guidance of the Supreme
ing, do .ordain and establish this
constitution in order to perpetuate
liberty and justice in our state, and
provide for the peace and welfare of

2

1- -1

4

2

2

4

2

4

2

three-fourth-

n.Wi

-

Twenty propositions were
orduced. The only one out of the
Mr. Cassidy
by
was
presented
dinary
a legIn the afternoon providing for
an
islative bureau of research with
office at the capital under a legislative
under
secretary who himself should bethe secThe term of
a commission.
and he
retary should he four years
of
should be qualified by a knowledge
to perform
history and literary ability
intro-- '

office.

Introduced In
Other propositions,
folthe course of the aay were as
lows:

Jones of Maricopa, provid- to the constituing for amendments
By Mr.

-

Spanish
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Per Cent Have CapiOver Fifty-onDeclaracion Jurada,
pliego.
tal of Less Than 25,000 Missouri
I i
Certiflcado de Nombramier.to,
Leads in Small Institutions.
pliego.
Fianza Oficlal,
pliego.
A recent compilation made by the
F&nza Oficlal y Juramento, 12
National Monetary Commission from
reports of banks operating outside of- pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
the national svstem shows some interesting information in respect to the pligeo.
ruruiuia ue rjiiuuieiaciuu.
puco
capital Of banks Of tnis Class.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre-31-9
The statistics include capital of 11,- state banks, 1,079 loan and trust ceptors,
pliego.
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
companies, 1,061 stock savings banks
and 1,497 private banks, as shown by; Documento Sin Garantla,
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
reports made for use of the comraission on April 28, 1909."
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
The aggregate capital of the 6,893
Libros de Recibos Supervlsores de
national banks for the same date was Caminos, 25c.
as contrasted with the; Libros de Recibo de Capitacion, 50
$934,000,000
$866,000,000 of capital of the 14,956 en un ;br0) 25c.
banks other than national.
'0ticia de Asesores de Asesamento
Missouri leads ail other states in 100 en un libro, 75c.
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
the number of small banks, excluding,
national banks. There are 430 banks; de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
of group 1 ($10,000 or less) and 273 y 40c.
banks of group 2 (over $10,000 and
Applicacion por Licencia de Matri-lesthan $25,000) located in that monio,
pliego.
state. In group 9 Illinois comes first
Certiflcado de Muerte,
pliego.
with 2 banks with capital aggregating
Certiflcado de Nacimento,
pilego
$10,000,000.
Registracion de Fallecimentos y
Missouri has the largest number of Muertes, 2$c.
commercial banks other than national,
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
viz. 1,061, Iowa being next with 1,046, Civil, $4.
and Illinois third with 851. Pennsyl- Prices.
vania has the largest amount of cap- Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
ital invested in this class of banks 1.4 sheet ..$ .10
$ .25
$1.75
or $116,000,000, New York being sec- - (.3 sheet . . .10
2.50
.35
ond with $102,000,000, then comes in full sheet
4.00
.65
.10
order Illinois with $66,500,000 and
100 assorted blanks take the 100
California with $60,800,000.
price.
Size of Blanks.
'
4
PINCHOT TALKS AT DETROIT.
sheet, 7x8
8
inches.
sheet,
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
(Continued From Page One.)
Signs, Card Board.
be run as honestly and efficiently as "por Rent" . ;
15c each
10c each.
any well managed private business; "Board"
that they should be free from partisan por gaje
10c each.
10c each.
political interference; and that more "lodging"
!!25ceach.'
should be done by the people acting I. For Rent r Sale"".'
'
own
through the government for their
10c each.
No Smoklng
., ..
protection, instruction, and assistance ..p.,
rather than less.
25c'each.
Housekeeping"
I believe that the people of the Uni- i "Board
25c each.
and
Lodging"
be
can
and
ted States have the right,
50c each.
"Minor's Law"
4

4

e

4

2

2

2

'

'

s

,

2

4

'

4

j

j

j

...

2

j

j

their own nronertv and their own af
fairs shall be handled.
I believe that the people have rights
in all natural resources even when
privately owned; and that these resources must be managed and used not
for private advantage alone, but like
wise so as to promote and not to en
danger the .common good. , Those
which still remain in the hands of
the people should be kept there, and
should be developed and administered
for the benefit of us all.
I believe that no man has a right ta
waste or freely monopolize any necessary of life, like coal, oil, timber, or
water power; and that the people
have the right and the duty to prevent the wasteful or destructive use
of any natural resource.
I believe that this generation of
Americans are the heirs of the past
and the trustees of the future, and
that they are in honor and In duty
bound to leave this country to their
children better than they found It.
I believe that this should be a government by men for human welfare
and not a government by money for
profit; and that It is better to help a
poor man make a living than to help a
rich man make more money.
The foregoing statement is not my

of Gila, prohibiting
By Mr. Kinney
who
the employment of alien laborersunderown confession of belief. I concur
cannot speak English In the
in other In it but it does not cover all the
or
of
mines
ground workings
ground of pay political creed. For exhazardous occupations.
of
r ivfr Kinney, a bar against car- ample,. I believe in the principle
in order the Initiative and Referendum, but in
that
requiring
baggers,
?or one to be eligible, for United my judgment the people of the United
a resl-- f States have not yet reached a concluStates senator he must have
sion upon that point. So with the
five years in the state.
of
of Yavapai, prumun- short ballot; the commission form
Wood
Mr.
By
otn- and debarring Irom the government for cities, and many

..

LaW

50 e,lCh

English Marriage Laws" ..50c each.
"Spanish Marriage Laws" ...50c each.

Law Books and Miscellaneous.
Cover Pocket
Sheriff's
Flexible
Docket, single $1.25; two or more, $1
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, postage 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Laws of New Mexico 1899, 1901 and
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25 each; full leather, $3.00 each;

1907 .English or Spanish,
full leather,
$2.75 each;
$3.50 each; 1909. English or Spanish,
pamphlet, $3.25 each; full leather, $4
1905

and

pamphlet,
each.--

.

Postage extra.

Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897. $9.50.

Postage

45c.

Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper bound, 75c. Postage 7c.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
; Notary Seals:
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered
Desk? J3.25, delivered nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Nos. 13 and 14, $2.70, each. Postage
25c each.
320 Page J. P. Docket.
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage S'ic.
480 Page Hand Made Journal, 5.75.
480 Page Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c,
Retail Liquor License. 5ft In Book,
.
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Them All From
Window Boxes.

FOR SALE rows, horses and
As the woman and her visitor sat in
her don a white pigeon flew down on on Apply at. Claire Cafe.

wag- -

her window box and began to chew at
Evangeline's mother was Irritated,
LOS
silver
Around 1'! i.a, .
and
and justly so. For what can be more the lower leaves. She sprang up
ci urn to W H. ; -- lie!.
chain.
shooed it away.
matrithe
know
not
to
than
annoying
"Do you know some gentle thing
monial Intentions of one's own child?
kill a few pigeons off
FOR SALE- -! little houses comer
mother would have that would
Evangeiine's
much?" Manhattan avenue and Garcia
quietly without hurting tlu-'.
given a great deal to know whether aslie asked as she
sat down again. "I
Kent for $50 month. Lots on
her daughter really cared anything don't want to
hurt them or the feel- K. Manhattan 4Sx6C0. $150.
Walter
about Ross Everts and whether she
of my neighbors, who are raising Kraul.
ings
In
he
That
intended to marry him.
some
flowers
but would like
tended to marry Evangeline was clear, squabs,
In my window box this summer. Hers
FOR SALE Racing horse, weight
but, of course, that was a different are nil gone.
It's all right lor her 7iin
A mother hates to give up
matter.
pounds; well broken; guides by
to eat her (lowers if she'd
pigeons
Owner will
neck. In good condition.
her child, but even the most affectionbut
do
have
the
lather
you
ate mother cannot be blind to such think mine ought squabs,
animal
reasonable
of
at
price,
d'spose
to suffer?
Every
a combination of family, looks, positime I call on her I begin to wonder as he is leaving country. Apply School
tion and wealth as Ross Everts when out loud how it is my flowers look so of American Archaeology.
thrown at a daughter's feet and tacI'd call It
henpecked this summer.
itly begging to be picked up and ac- pigeon pecked if dared, and they beseemed
TYPEWRITERS
While Evangeline
cepted.
gin to give all sorts of reasons, she
recklessly indifferent to her luck her and her husband and her brother-in-law- .
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
mother, being older, was not.
It's the hot weather, they say, laieDts furnished. Ribbons and sup"Any other man in Ross' place," or the sun becau.se the flat is on the plies. Typewriters sold,
exchanged
said Evangeline's
mother, severely, seventh floor, or I don't water them Hid rented. Standard makes bandied
offended
"would have been mortally
enough, when all the time I'd just like .il repair work and ypewriters guarlong ago at the way you've treated to get up and say, if
only had the anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
him and would have walked off and courage, 'You know very well what's
Phone Black 231.
never come back, and you know it!" the matter with thorn: It's your
"Pooh!
It's good for him!" de- darned old pigeons. That's w hat it is.
SALE Handsome quarter
FOR
clared Evangeline, lightly. "He im- You'll have a fine time eating the
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing deproves with every snubbing."
squabs when they are ready, but this vice,
spacious and in Al condition.
"You'll snub him once too often!" Is the first summer that I haven't had
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
sal I her mother.
the finest flowers ever in my wind
one substantial desk in splendid con- "I don't care," returned the daughboxes, plague take It all!'"
Jition for lower price. Inquire New
ter.
Mexican
GOT THE BEST OF HIS WIFE;
"Evangeline, you'll drive me disWANTED By a young married man
tracted!" lamented her mother. "How
can you be so blind to your own In- Philadelphia Man Is Chuckling Over a position, in either New Mexico or
How He Worsted Her In an
Arizona.
You'll get married some
terests!
Experienced in banking,
mercantile and lumber office work and
Argument.
day, of course and let me tell you
that you'll never get a chance like
accounting. A No. 1 references and
Sometimes man has the last word, bond. Am not sick, and am employRoss Everts again!
Why, any girl
might be proud to have him to show but it isn't often In these days of suf- ed. B. M. W., Care Santa Fe New
a preference for her!"
fragettes, and a certain Dtisiness man Mexican.
of West Philadelphia is chuckling over
"Oh. I don't know,", said EvangeThen she yawned. the way he got the best of his w ife in
line, indifferently.
If you want anything on earth try
"He has the finest eyes!" went oa an argument the other day.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
She is a nice, little
her mother In an aggrieved tone.
woman, w ho adores her husband, home
"And he Is so thoughtful!"
"Is he?" Inquired Evangeline, ab- and babies, but has been inoculated
HE SAW DOUBLE.
with the germ of votes for women.
sently.
"Look at the lovely things he has So every day at breakfast she greets
done for you'" said her mother. "I her husband with: "George, I'm goshould think that would touch you! ing to a suffrage meeting today, and
I want you to tell me
something about
an the attitude of men toward women's
ner
and
you
theater
torget
party
at by Individuals perspiring In sumor
mer suits. He ate two yards of tape engagement with him and go away rights," I "George,1 at the meeting yeswas told
must bring yon to
from the ticker the first day and then with Ted White, who doesn't amount terday
reason."
the whole office force gathered around to a row of pins! I'm surprised that
George had borne it patiently till,
to watt for him to die of It, but he Ross Everts ever came to see you
coached by a militant neighbor, his
!"
again
1ST
survived and I lost, just $
by neg"Well," remarked Evangeline, "I wife stood up and In a voice suited
lect of business for those 15 minutes.
rostrum cried: "You must ad
The office boy spent his time racing could have managed to exist if he for '.ne
mit my ability and right to vote. The
through the halls hunting Kiyi, for the hadn't! He isn't exactly the light of women of
the country are aiming all
There are lots of
dog kept running away, and I had lo the world to me!
their power against you husbands now
do my own errands. At night I'd take interesting people on earth besides
and "
Kiyl home and he'd whimper pathet- Ross Everts. You certainly have been
"Forget the rest, my dear," said
mother!"
ically all evening.
suppose he missed hypnotized by him,
George, belligerently, "and just let me
"1 think," said her parent, with digDaisy she's the sort of person one
tell you that so long as women are
would miss, you know."
nity, "that I have sense enough, if
at the men they'll never get
you haven't, to appreciate a fine youn4 aiming
s'Quite true," agreed the visitor.
Don't the right to vote. No female ever yet
"I was nervous about Kiyi. I was young man when I see him!
hit a mark she aimed at." Philadelafraid something would happen to him, you really like him. Evangeline?"
her phia Times.
don't know," returned
"Oh.
for dogs have died of homesickness,
"Sometimes you get tired
felt that Daisy would daughter.
you know.
Jones (drunk at 2 a, m.) Shay,
never forgive me If anything happened. of so much devotion."
Smith bic I wonder if I'm hlc fit
Compulsory Military Service.
He used to cry In the night and I'd
"Tired of Ross Everts!" cried the
to go home. How do I hie walk?
A scheme of compulsory military
have to get up and prowl around for mother, throwing up her hands to service is being considered by the
Smith Great!
But who hie la
milk and biscuit for him. He had to heaven. "1 wish some of the girls South African government.
If it that other fellow hie with you?
have the milk warmed, too!"
who are so crazy about him could comes Into operation all schoolboys
The visitor was holding his sides in hear you say that! They'd he certain between the ages of ten and fifteen
Its Sunless Sunny Side.
that you were putting it on!"
mirth.
will be compelled to join the cadet
hurxlar has to dodge the cop.
"I'm not !" declared Evangeline. "He forces, and from fifteen to eighteen to The
"You needn't laugh!" growled the
And sneak down the deserted streets
other young man.
"It was serious Just doesn't appeal to me. I don't see enroll in the senior cadets. Provision But night work has its sunny side
He's never overcome by heat.
enough, 1 tell you, when I got good that he is a bit different or better Is made for all cadets to undergo
and sleepy.
But I could have got than half a dozen others."
training In camps annually. From the
"I don't understand you in the least,' ages of eighteen to twenty-fivalong if Kiyi hadn't run away early
young
A Mistake.
He disappeared
one evening.
her mother returned. men will have to take part in drills
down Evangeline,"
"You
want to make any misdon't
If
the street right before my eyes and
you and a course for trained soldiers, with
"Still, It's ycur own affair.
take
about
being a slow
Philadelphia's
knew he must have run up into some don't like him you don't though
an annual camp lasting 14 days. From
town," said Dobleigh.
"No, slree. I
to thirty-fivwill
house, because people were out on must say 1 can't see why you let him twenty-fivthey
join discounted a thirty-danote
over
nearly every porch. There was noth- come around so much If he bores the union reserves and will be re- there once and
by
days
jingo,
thirty
to
hunt
do
him.
I'd
walk
but
Mav!
in
to
an annual
up you!
ing
you're right, though
quired
spend a week
as they
the steps of a house with my hat in we can't all see things the same way. camp. To carry out the system the pass Just as quickly over there
do
here!"
Lipplucott's.
'Good evening,' y really isn't so much his looks, it's whole of South Africa will be divided
my hand and say:
When you come into small areas, with a permanent inpolitely. Then I'd begin to ask if just his expression.
'
One man inter down to it his eyes are more green structional officer to each, while a
they'd seen a dog.
Odd.
rupted me to say that they didn't want than hazel."
"Eliza!" yelled the poet, "whj don't
military college will be established at
to buy anything.
Another said the
"Why, how you talk!" cried her Bloemfonteln for training officers.
you keep that kid quiet? What alls
man didn't live there, before I'd had daughter.
"Ross has splendid eyes.
bim, anyway?"
A
woman
who had Green? Absurd! Even if I don't care
time to explain.
"I'm sure I don't know," replied his
the
Order.
Stutterer
Sang
dogs of her own grabbed them up as about him guess I know his eyes are
wife; "I'm singing one of your
patient
A
a
went
stutterer
confirmed
into
It as brown as brown!"
though I'd been a dog catcher.
to the little darling." Cath.
lullabies
aca
few
restaurant and met
casual
wasn't what you'd exactly call pleasolic Standard and Times.
"Well," said her mother, "all right.
who at once commenced
ant.
But possibly his having such an In- quaintances,
re"I must have walked five miles be- come won't be the best thing for him. chaffing him most unmercifully
In his speech.
General Tendency.
fore I gave up and dragged myself Money lias ruined many a young man. specting the impediment
At last one of them, a pert little fel"Even if you can't enjoy best sellhome, wondering where on earth I He may take to drink or to gambling
low who had been making himself ers!" said the meditative person,'
could buy a dog near enough
like in stocks or something equally"
rather conspicuous by his remarks, "there are books in the running,
I
And
when
deceive
to
got
Daisy.
Kiyi
"Mother, I'm surprised at you," said: "Well, old man, I'll bet
suppers brooks, you know."
home there sat Kiyion the steps howl- broke in Evangeline.
"You certainly
them without
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne; "but
ing for his supper. He paid no atten- haven't observed lum much not to round you can't order
done,"
says even the brooks are getting dryer
stammering."
tion at all to my wilted collar and my know that Ross
Everts
has the
state of nerves. I felt like wringing strongest sort of a character and sim- Brown, and, to the astonishment of every year."
the company and the discomfort of
his impudent neck!"
ply could do nothing underhanded
his
challenger (all of whom were unthe
asked
didn't
you?"
visitor, or small or foolish!"
"Why
IT WON'T BE DRY LONG.
of his being, as Is often the
aware
innocently.
a
case
with
stutterers,
The young man with the square
"As for his being so devoted." comftnmmstm
he beckoned the waiter and
chin looked disgusted. "I have a pic- mented her mother, "you can't always singer),
ture of myself casually announcing to tell. I wasn't going to speak about sang the order without the slightest
her ' darling It, but while you were away he was hitch. Then, turning round to his
Daisy I had destroyed
said:
"I
can
said.
fancy what a running around all the time with tormentor,
puppy!" he
pleasant time I'd have..
Mabel Todd and people said"
"I simply don't believe it!" cried
Foreign Students In Paris.
"Well, I was compelled to stay at Evangeline, getting to her feet. "Why,
because
him
every evening,
home with
Parisian, newspapers take especial
he wrote me that he was lonesome
he!d howl if I left him, and I felt fool and spent all his evenings at home pleasure in noting the remarkable Inish taking him to places. If he'd been thinking of me. Anyhow, If you want crease In the number of foreign stua real dog it would have been differ to believe such stories you may, but dents in the University of Paris, which
of the
ent, but he is such an imitation of I won't!" I guess I know Ross Everts now leads the universities
ono!
and I guess I know he's the finest, world In that respect. Twenty years
"Still, it was all worth while when most trustworthy person that ever ago there were 457 foreigners enrolled
.Ten years later
Daisy got back. If you could have lived, and I'm not going to hear mean in this university.
seen her eyes when she thanked me! things said about him "
the number had increased to 1174.
1 like a girl with soul enough to ap"That's all right, Evangeline," said There are now 3500 foreigners study"
preciate
her mother, beaming. "Maybe I was ing in Paris, of whom 107 come from
"Say," broke in the visitor, "haven't mistaken about Mabel Todd. In fact. the United States. Russia has the
you heard didn't you know that is, I am sure I am, because I Just thought largest delegation. 1356. South AmerI'm told that Daisy's engagement to a of it on the spur, of the moment. I ica, as well as Mexico and Panama,
are well repNew York man has just been anJust wanted to find out something that Turkey and the Orient,
nounced. She was down there visitresented. Among the reasons for this
"I was told today that our piano had
wouldn't tell me and I have!"
you
ing his people."
"Find out something!" stammered affluence of foricgn students in Paris deteriorated from becoming too dry."
There was an electric silence. Then
"Well, the way you play it will driva
Evangeline. "I'd like to know what!" are the exceptional library facilities
the young man with the square chin
some sixteen in number, of which at it to drink."
broke In violently:
more
"Hang Kiyl" he
six
contain
than 200,000
least
The man who marries happily may volumes each excellent
pxploded.
laboratories,
be said to be transported for life.
To Save Trouble.
and free tuition to all.
Not All Alike.
Summer Scheme.
He never put off till tomorrow
It Is absurd to assume things about
What he could do today.
"Sim, you've got a lot of old Junk
Premature.
other people, to think that all the around the store that you don't want"
he got a divorce in Reno
"Bilklns surely has an eye to the fu- BoWhile
he was out that way.
world shares any emotion, any desire, "Yep." "And there's a lot of wimmen ture." "What's he
now?" "Why,
doing
dislike, or affection.
at the hotel just bored to death for he is organizing a paint concern that
lack of excitement" "Well?" "Why will manufacture a coating for airKeeping Under Cover.
said little Rastus as ha
don't you have a sale?"
to
withstand
"Grandpa,"
high
For.
ships
guaranteed
Charged
Wrappers
turned the pages of the dream book,
altitudes."
For every dollar that you pay for
"why am it when witches fly around
food in New York y oil pay from two
Educational
Discipline.
on broomsticks dey am always old
to fourteen cents for the wrapper that
Most persons will find difficulties
Do
It
Might
wimmin? Where be deh husbands?"
1b around It.
and hardships enough without seeking
kill
"Do you know anything that will
."Lands, chile," laughed the old man
them; let them not repine, but take potato bugs?" asked the young man as' he cut a fresh watermelon, "yo'
them as a part of that educational dis- with the yellow fingers. "Yes," said wouldn't expect deh husbands around
Only Feels Like It
The man that feels like being kicked cipline necessary to fit the mind to the old lady with the gingham apron when dey am rraed with broomsticks,
seldom allows another the pleasure ot arrive at its highest good. Charles crustily, "get 'em to smoke cigarettes." wtmld yo'?"
.
Yonkers Statesman..,
Bray.,
.3
street-S1.7.V-

well-bre-
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STATE BANKS.

i

ill A A
Squabs

Pestiferous

Industrious and
Plucked

FLOWERS

PECKED

1

posterity."
There was a minority report recommending the one that was finally
adopted and whose author is Judge
Baker and who moved that proposiDialers Everywhere. If net at yours, wrilefor descriptix'mm!tm
anuar lo the nearest agency or me
.rsor
tion No. 5 be substituted for propto
adopt.
osition No. 1 in the motion
Oil
Continental
Company '
Then ensued the debate led by Judge
(Incorporated)
w.iker who obiected to the Crutch- field preamble on account of its vera
bosity. It was not to be, he said,
not attempted
part of the constitution which itself floor of the
I
legislature all but mem- ei questions. own have
would make provision for the perbut rather
to
state
my
platform,
officers.
state
and bers, employes and
the largpetuation of liberty and Justice
I
believe
which
the
of
a
position
bill
rights,
By Mr. Cooper,
would amply provide for the peace
the
and
pro- est number of voters throughout
trial
the
jury
by
What
guaranteeing
of
posterity.
and welfare
hold today.
country
for
debt.
Baker,
imprisonment
hibiting
people demanded, said Judge
By Mr. Kingan, the separation of
in a constitution was a document,
state government into three
under- the
BLANKS
an
brief
deasily
simple,
plain,
to
no
legislative, executive and
branches,
better
place
was
There
stood.
Printed and foi sale by New Mexi
begin securing brevity and simplicity judicial.
By Mr. Wills, for the protection of lean Printing'Company. Santa Fe. N
than in the preamble.
the live stock industry and providing Mex.
Mr. Cunniff admitted the merit of for measures
against diseases affectBaker's
preamble.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
brevity in Judge
live stock.
ing
from
smoother
sheet.
plaint,
It was also, he said,
By Mr. Sims of Cochise, fixing the
Forcible Entry and Bvtaii:er. Sum
a literary point of view and was free
months.
nine
at
school
year
public
sheet.
from jerkiness. At the same time,
irons.
By Mr. Roberts, relating to banks
sheet.
said Mr. Cuniff, he did not want to
Acknowledgment,
stockholdand corporations, making
sheet.
be understood to be reflecting upon ers ratably
Mortgage Deed,
liable.
the literary equipment of the author
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
approBy Mr. Jones, relating to
of proposition No. 1. He added that
sheet.
the passage of Clause,
prohibiting
priations,
he did not believe that the preamble
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
items
bills
including
was the proper place to provide for appropriationare authorized
by law sheet.
other than
the peace and welfare of posterity, ancl
sheet.
bills for special
Option,
special
requiring
be
to
was
coins
coh,o that that
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
appropriations.
on.
done at greater length later
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
of the day some
course
the
In
remembered that
Mr. Goldwater
forty propositions were given their sheet.
another preamble had been intro- second reading in full, over the prosheet.
Warranty Deed,
Mr.
Cooper test of members that it was a need
duced this very day by
sheet.
Claim Deed,
Quit
and he desired that that be thrown less waste of Wine.
for Bounty for Killing
Application
into the pot so that they could be
One important and gracious act of
sheet.
d Animals.
considered together. The secretary the day was the restoration of the
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
had
stated that the Cooper preamble
newspaper men to the privileges of, Deed of Trust, full sheet.
further
was
been referred and it
the floor during intermissions, a
sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
stated that it differed from Judge privilege they have now twice ensheet.
Butchers' Bond,
Baker's production only in the use
joyed.
Sheriffs'
Report of LI
inMonthly
of the words, "Supreme Being"
censr-ssheet.
God."
stead of "Almighty
CAPITALIZATION OF
Blanks.

rose to the defense
of the child of his brain, against the
accusations of verbosity and literary
It was briefer, he said,
uncouthness.
s
than the preambles of
ever
had
that
constitutions
of the
been adopted and he believed that if
it were carefully considered from the
points of view of euphony and good
to be
English, it would be found
that
moreover
believed,
He
flawless.
to refer in a
'
of
preamble to the general purposes
the constitution itself.
was then put and
The motion
disnlaced
nvnamhle
I'- t..j
IJCLivi t
dUUgB
that of Mr. Crutchfield by a vote of
35 to 13. All this it should be stated
took place in the committee of the
a
whole, where, it developed under
be
change of rules a roll call might
demanded.
But the preamble was not yet out
of the woods for after the adoption
of
by the convention of the report
Franklin of the whole
Chairman
committee and after a suspension of
the rules, the preamble went to a
third reading, Mr. Ingraham, discovof
ered in it a serious misstatement
infererroneous
an
at
or
least,
fact,
ence that the state of Arizona would
owe its liberties to Almighty God.
it was not the purpose of Mr. In
graham to withhold from Almighty
oeueveu
God his just dues Dut ne
that honor should go where it becase of
longs. Anyway, as in the
Bay, there
the battle of Santiago
was honor enough to go round.
was
Liberty, said Mr. Ingraham,
not the gift of God and it would be
neither safe nor proper to inculcate
the notion that God might be dewhich was
pended upon for liberty,
the reward alone of eternal vigilance.
Therefore, he would amend the preamble to read something like this:
of Ari"We, the people of the state
Alof
the
guidance
zona invoking
constitu-tkthis
ordain
do
mighty God,
was something that
" Here
ou:d be trusted to God. The amendment was defeated by an aye and
was renay vote and the preamble
referred to the committee on style,
vision and compilation.
a
There is another proposition for
hill of rights before the convention.
It was introduced by Mr. Crutchfield.
guaranIt provides much the same constitutees as are afforded by the
TTniofl states, holds the
the civil
military In subordination to to hear
authorities, confers the right
' arms, though the legislature may
contains a
regulate that business,
seizure,
and
search
clause regarding
There
prohibits capital punishment.
will be some debate over that propover
osition before this convention is

PIGEONS

"Where's that dog of your??" asked
the young man In the gray suit, looking furtively around the room. "I hate
those ylppicg spaniels:"
"Oh," said the young; man with the
square chin, as he hunted around for
his tobacco Jar, "he he's gone! He
wasn't mine anyway."
Tm glad of that," said the other
"I wondered why you
young man.
like a
picked out such a fool cur.
good sporty bulldog for mine."
"Kiyi is a very
dog" objected the othpr defensively.
"Kiyi!" roared the visitor. "Well,
"
of all
"That's my name for him," explained
the host, grimly. "1 believe his correct
appellation is Montgomery Rex, but
somehow Kiyi seemed more appropriate. You see, he's Daisy Fremont's
"
dog an
"Oh!" exclaimed the. visitor In a
tone that graduated through amazement to enlightenment,
"Of course
you would be fond of the beast In that
case."
"Daisy was going Bway," went on
the host, "and so was her family and
there was no place to leave the dog.
She was so worried that I hang it all,'
I didn't like to see her worried!"
"Of course not," agreed the visitor.
"I told her that I'd be glad to care
for Kiyl while she was gone. He was
so little and
that I
insignificant
thought it would be an easy way to
well, you see, she's fond of the brute
and I knew ue'd appreciate my care
of him. I figured I'd leave Kiyl at my
rooms through the day. where he could
sleep on the sofa pillows and absorb
milk and biscuit to his heart's content. Any really sensible doe would
have liked that. But the first night
when I got home I found the janitor
waiting for me. He said five tenants
had raised a row over the howllug of
a dog in my apartments and that I'd
have to dispose of the animal.
"That settled it. I had to cart Kiyi
down to the office every morning.
I
put him in my ulster pocket and
while it was far too warm for an over-

er

Mr. Crutchfield

7Tnl

SHE FOUND
OUT

1

Does Not Strain the Eyes

Phoenix,

the duties of the
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State
THE INITIATIVE IS BURIED.
for membership.
Manaeer Farmer launched the local
'll jl Vs".
'
(Continued From Page Onei
homestead in a sixty day campaign,
the war cry of which is "One Hundred
(' onclnuefl From Page 2.)
Candidates." C. G. Richie is captain The Democrats several of them in
Ball by Spanish Alliance
0f the Reds and Joseph Sandoval of particular, have by their dilatory tac
is tics, demagogic speecnes ami
evening, the Spanish Alliance will tile Greens and the homestead
give a ball at the National Guard equally divided. The losing sile will ism made themselves a nonentity in
B
Several of the minor-- !
Armory.
have to make the arrangements for a the convention.
"The Emigrant" is one of Selig's banquet and serve it. Mr. Farmer ity members have made it plain that
..
f
It's at the Elks' says that for this event he will try to they will return to their homes when
strongest dramas.
firm
a
with
convention
the
j
of
the
adjourns
secure William Koch, president
tonight.
Good Home Cookina at .the Coffee nw,horiini nf American Yeomen from determination to secure the defeat of
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues. Des Moines, la., as the chief speaker. the" constitution when submitted to
1 E mes.ic Groceries & Cannea Boob
Fancy, Staple,
Please order in advance. Phone Black
Free Dan'ce at the Grand Saturday the people for adoption.
Alum ia food must therefore act as a poison."
Y"y
f SsC
j
152. I. M. Astler.
Safe and Sane.
right after the show.
University.
on'
From
for
Judge
Heard
neDaTtSole
We
Are
McFie
Long's
T
LUNCH
Agents
nn
Ralph
,Pfrinltlv
arHi
OYSTERS, FISH, POULTRY,
Saratoga Chins, received weekly by John R. McFie has received
jment wiu therefore go into the con-- ,
A LftRGE
M B ATS AND SAUSAGES.
nas
Alwho
Colorado
from
son
Springs.
from his
Ralph
express
in the com- stituUcm as lt was
VARIETY OP VEGETABLES. FRUIT etc.
uu. ' mittee rep0rt and inprinted
been appointed clerk of tlie
ways fresh and fine. F. Andrews.
New Mexican,
the
NEW POP tOUN
Train From South Late The train litnd registration in the I hilippme excel)j for the charlges in section No.
A1TLKS
from south on the Santa Fe, No. 10, islands and who has So clerks under,
nublished by the New Mexican yes- BAKERY GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
was more than three hours late this him. Mr. McFie sends his tatner
minor chamre permit- an(,
fine photo taken of the court in sesafternoon.
to adj0Urn for
legjsature
New and Interesting Change of Pro- sion and the picture of Mr. McMe is
davg lnstead q tw0 ag at first
w
ne
Phone
No.
.4.
eul
4.
A.
G w ' Pri(.hard and A.
gram at the Elks" tonight. "The Emi- decidedly a good one. bmce
or six years, drafted
Sedillo last night offered amendments
grant," 'The Three of Them" and tn the islands some five
"The Valet's Vindication." Prices 10 Mgo, Ralph McFie has forged steadily
to divide the state senators into hold-- :
to the front and has made good in over senators and those whose term
and 15 cents.
a
'.aB
We Have Everything the Market every post he held. Ralph
would expire
years after New
F. Rough Rider and held the position of
affords for your Sunday dinner.
state, thereafter
m
re
banta
assistant district clerk
fc
term to be four
senator's
Andrews.
known.
f
Concrete
Pavement A concrete where he is well and favorablyot
retiring each two.
years, but
governor
uayao
amendment was votea
IF YOU WANT THE
pavement is being laid on Don Caspar He was lieutenant
and during years. asThe
was another amendment by
avenue by the Santa Fe Water and on the island of Mindinao
down,
comwas
he
a recent insurrection
Light Company along its property ad- mended for his bravery. His resi- A. A. Sedillo regarding court review.
of what shall be considered special
joining the electric light station.
dence from now on will be Manila, but and general legislation.
No Grit or Shells in our New York
A
still retains possession of his
OBTAINABLE IN THE C1TT
Session Tomorrow.
count oysters. Try them and you he
ranch nine miles out of Davao.
and
towouldn't have any other, largest
The convention will reconvene at
The Love Letter at the Grand
best on the market. F. Andrews.
10 o'clock tomorrow forenoon to take
is
great.
night
"The Valet's Vindication" Is a Com
of the committee on
Everybody Eats potatoes Nothing up the report
edy and will keep you In an uproar healthier than baked potatoes; the Bill of Rights. It is believed tnat
Winfrom start to finish. It's at the Elks'
now on the convention will rapright kind of potatoes is what theabout from
of the matters before it
you
idly
dispose
tonight. See it.
is
telling
ter Grocery Store
Asked to Tear Down Buildings
Where Only Groote's Dutch
housekeeper should and adjourn at an early date. This
Every
today.
The attention of Mayor Seligman has read the ad. They are also inviting afternoon, several of the committees;
Chocolate is Served
been called to the condition of two you to wait for their fresh stock of were putting, the finishing touches to
Herald.
publican boss of New Mexico, to antheir reports. The committee on tax- appraised value." Estancia
buildings in the city and it is thought candies.
nex a part of Texas and to assimilate
THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD
is
and it
'
advisable to tear both of them down,
Do You Know that Mr. Lewis is ation has finished its report
El Paso.
Tale.
A Conventional
It will be pubOne is near the Motley opera house going to give a fine chair away on ready for submission.
"The
Times
hastens to reassure its
Mexican.
The other morning Mr. Luna was
and the other is on Water street.
the 1st of November. Be sure and be lished In full in the New
New Mexico will never
contemporary,
new
was
pop
situated
Fine, Large Red Apples,
going to his House which
at the Grand.
Texas
any
get
territory nor any of
line
full
on a Hill and saw a cat sitting on the
jcorn, fresh Saratoga Chips,
El Paso city or county, nor will Mr.
THE REXALL STORE
Chauffeurs, How About That rxam.
THE REXALL STORE
'.of candy at Andrews'.
Luna
the
Mr.
On
Wood
seeing
there
pile.
whom
Do the chauffeurs, of
fine Italian hand ever be felt
Concrete Wall Under Construction are
cat run (Catron) and disappeared into Armijo's
in this city, realize that on
El Paso's politics without the con- in
many
the
made
Mr.
as
is
by
Just
Fall
Good
being
a Field of
wheat,
progress
1
November 1, or next Tuesday they
sent of El Paso, and the consent of
sum came up, his Hartt beating fast
convict gang on the concrete wall that are expected by the city fathers to
El Paso will probably never be given,
;will run along the Santa Fe river
rlerf with snick and span cer
e
"How many tons are there in the he said: "Let's atch him Sol. We'll
certainly not witnoui every auvan-tagto
Pat-toBaker
to
from Don Gaspar avenue to Cerrillos
him
the
Comp-toof
Skeen
three
"Five.
him, give
board
convention?"
the
by
conceded.
tificates
given
being
Wal-toand
Wins-ton- ,
jroad to protect the property of the
buzz
Brown him in his Stove(r) and we'll
in the claims of
"There is
appointed to examine directors of
Territory on which the executive man- wagons? Do they reanze that if they and they are all Democrats hut Wins make him into some good Cunning-- ' New Mexico,nothing
Mexico or La
Old
or
said Mr. Luna.
sion stands.
ham."
Agreed,"
MENS
with these certifi- ton."
not
to disturb the Deaceful sleep of
are
provided
Prieta
is
"The Three of Them," there
BOYS
Whereupon they started to give chase El Paso's friends or to cause anything
cates telling that they are competent
G RLS
faster, Mr. Luna look- but a laugh in El Paso.
something in this picture that gets a to motor around Santa Fe that they One of the quiet members of the but the Cat-raLADItS
hold and keeps you right there from are liable to a fine? Do they realize convention who doesn't say much but ed Stern and Mr. Bursum started to
"There is no man made law against
the minute it starts to the time it that this committe.e,, on chauffeurs does a good deal is the Hon. Squire sing: "Anybody here seen Kelley?"
covetousness or envy and if the New
For Street or Evening wear
ends. See it it's at the Elks' tonight consists of Dr. G, Standley Small, As- Hartt, delegate from the county of
Mexicans can fix matters up with the
lsirinro Armiio. member of the con consciences
Get Your Flowers at the Clarendon sistant District Attorney Charles C. Taos. He was one of the men who
they are sunDosed to have
and
Ana
the
Dona
wear
elected
from
House
peo
convention
by
Garden. Beautiful chrysanthemums,
wanted the judges
stitutional
For School and
can go ahead honing for El Paso
Catron, and Prof. 3. E. Clark,
they
him
carnations and other flowers. Phone that these three gentlemen have yet ple and not appointed by the governor. county, says that all that keeps
and a slice of Texas. Wfhen It comes
alive in his old ( : age is his cold however, to the concrete proposition
No. 12.
to see a chauffeur apply for the examTHE BEST SHOES FOR
In This Season of the Year, Oys- ination? Mayor Seligman said today
"The New Mexico constitutional bath every morning and his pipe. to confiscate El Paso and a part of
ordinance convention promises to get ' through Yes; be the snow on the ground or Texas, they wall run up against cerautomobile
a
new
offer
and
the
fish
pleasing
that
COMFORT
poultry
ters,
BEST
THE
his tain
and gratifying change of diet. F. An- goes into effect November 1, when the nnrt ndinnrn bv November 15. It may ice on the water, Isidoro takeswater
legal propositions and judicial
to
in cold
is
which
adAND THE BEST WRAR
every
there
morning
manner
in
likely
and
plunge
his
in
meets,
council
bodies that will interfere seriously
the
is
that
rapid
drews
calling attention,
jbe
are that federal
appropriation ot ?iuo,ouu jtoo. As for his pipe, the. other day with their, desires and plans." El
vertisement today, to the best of these be' lots of fun if all chauffeurs
with license to move is dwindling has inspired this sudden! Ihe mislaid it in the convention hall Paso Times.
not
stock
to
provided
his
as
well
as
complete
things
of four, eight determination to get busy. The pros- and everybody knew it too. Almost
of fancy and staple groceries. If you those prescribed paces
of the convention and
miles.
twelve
and
pect of working without pay is enough (every member
keep house, read the ad.
clerks were looking YOUNG WOMAN ARRESTED
and
on
all
move
the
a
tomorrow
pages
night
of
Pictures
woodman
a
get
to
make
Cattle Rustlers is the title of one Change
FOR OPENING LETTERS.
He was running
Isidoro's
for
pipe.
Times.El
Paso
himself."
of the swell pictures at the Grand toand they knew
a
wet
hen
like
around
HE SAVED THE
night.
'that. there would be no peace in the Denver, Colo., Oct. 28. Charged
248 San Francisco St.
BOTTLES OF WHISKY.
"We hope that the constitution of
Shoe Specialist
Hallowe'en Dance That is going to
convention until the pipe was tound. with having opened more than 100 let
that
formed
so
be
will
the new state
be a great dance the Hallowe'en
And lucky was the page who found it ters addressed to a man believed to
28.
remain
Although
the school lands will always
Denver, Colo., Oct.
given Monday night at the Armhis was Well we'll let the page be in love with her, Miss Amy Car
for
two
never
of
amid the wreckage
the heritage of the people and
penter was arrested at Platteville by
ory under the auspices of the Elks, entangled
the rest.
tell
and be sold. The states that have sold
the United States authorities. "I opand it seems safe to say that the pil- wasrnns resulting from a runaway
no easy Job to
ened only two, letters," said the girl.
low and sheet disguise will be so effec- rendered helpless from a broken collar their lands are finding
.
Are Barking.
The
Coyotes
de
on
the
Isaac
security
loan the money
"I don't love any one. All these chargtive that you will not recognize your bone and a slight concussion,
taltes
Antonio
San
"The
to
Express
from
three
es are false."
FREE BOOKLET and WHY
best friend. The dance begins about Brinker, 59 years old, clasped two bot- manded by law, andthe interest
New
of
the
the
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS of PROMINENT PEOPLE
proposition
they seriously
tio nf whisky in his hands. Ihe Dot four per cent Is all
9 p. m. and it will be largely attended.
convention's
constitutional
Mexico
am. oj a
NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
Yeomen Hold Meeting The Yeo- ties were unbroken. Brinker was re-- get for what they do loan.
If you want anything on earth try
will professed purpose and the expressed
and a moved to the county hospital. He 'proper leasing system the lands
last
men
a
held
night
Re
meeting
the
Isidoro
of
Mr.
Armijo,
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bring from
class was adopted. There were ten lives in Pitte burg.
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Read the label. Buy no
baking powder unless the
Cream of Tartar guarantee
is given
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Delicious Hot

Chocolate
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FISCHER DRUG

COMPANY

straight, honest, Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder. Made from Grapes.
Makes better, more healthful food.

Sold without deception.
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OU need the service we
t elide in the matter of
good clothes. It's a service
nobody else can render yottf
because nobody else has v
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
you want than you do. Ba
,wedo know something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit of overcoat looks right on you; fits
properlv; is becomingto you.
It's just as much to our interest as to ynurs io get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to bs disinterested abaut these things; but
we cant afford to let you go
anywhere else for clothes
when wa know we've got the
best clothes made.

clothes in this town, and we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
.

Our idea is to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought Jo have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your ipecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

Hart Schaffner

Hart Schaffner
Copyright Hart Schaffner
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Suits $20 to $50
'J&-;?.;.--

Marx Overcoats $18 to

Marx
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